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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Prologue Daylight streaming through the small squares of 
an uncurtained window provided just about all 
the visual aid to be had when the first West Hartford school¬ 
master herded his small group of pupils into their one room 
school house with its common water bucket and dipper. To be 
sure, this Connecticut school may have had a rough hewn 
board painted black which was supposed to do for a black¬ 
board, There may have been a State flag fastened to an over¬ 
hanging beam near the front of the room for decoration. 
There may have been several dog-eared copies of an early 
primer brought from England; but consider that this was more 
than 225 years ago* Betsy Ross had not yet sewn a thirteen 
starred Old G-lory and the word audio-visual, like most of our 
present educational terms today had. not yet been born, xhe 
camera, the radio, the motion picture, the record player had 
not yet entered the mind of man let alone been applied to 
the then comparatively unplowed field of education. 
Background Yesterday, speaking historically, West Hartford 
Connecticut was a small suburban town with a 
North, a South, and a Center School. Inevitable country fires 
burned several flat, after which they were replaced by brick 
buildings with two entrances, a tremendous innovation for those 
days. As time passed, the citizens of West Hartford prospered; 
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the State of Connecticut passed legislation requiring more 
schooling; and taxes rose commensurately. 
Scanty records permit no detail about the facilities 
and equipment aiding the teachers of West Hartford before the 
year 1910, but from that year there is an interesting chrono¬ 
logy against which other schools can examine their own records 
and decide who has the right to make first claim. West 
Hartford, if not first in all respects, was and has always 
been among the first. The record reveals the following: 
1910 
1919 
1921 
1931 
1931 
1938-39 
Slides were shown in Hall High School 
Stereographs were used in classrooms 
Opaque projectors were purchased 
16mm silent motion picture equipment 
brought motion pictures into the curriculum 
35mm sound motion picture equipment, en¬ 
closed in a fireproof booth was installed 
in the new Sedgewick School 
A dual panel, central radio with complete 
office-to-room public address system was 
built into the Sedgewick combined Element¬ 
ary and Junior High School 
16mm sound motion picture equipment began 
to replace the 35mm equipment 
1946 All schools have motion picture projectors 
Today, West Hartford has a thriving school system made up 
of twelve different school organizations, 243 members of the 
school department and more than 5,000 in attendance. Under the 
supervision of Dr, Lloyd H. Bugbee, a veteran administrator of 
more than a quarter of a century, a well-chosen staff is treading 
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confidently down the road of progressive education in as 
practical a manner as could be desired. 
On the basis of past and present use of audio-visual 
aids in education, the town of West Hartford has held and 
now holds an outstanding place among New England school sys¬ 
tems. It has pioneered in the use of an activity program; 
it has fostered the use of motion pictures as a definite 
part of the school curriculum; it has promoted the use of 
radio both in the schools and in student contribution to 
local radio stations. 
At the present time, it has in general use throughout 
the school system, a complete set of Courses of Study cover¬ 
ing elementary and secondary subjects in all fields. First 
developed after a period of three years intensive study and 
research, and frequently revised to match the needs of the 
growing community, these outlines have proved their worth in 
the increasing popular demand for them from other school 
systems—a demand which far exceeds the supply. 
Scarcely one direction of progressive education remains 
to be explored by the school administration which encourages 
its teachers to use latest methods and techniques while pro¬ 
viding a broad variety of equipment to make easier the 
accomplishing of its educational aims. Proof of this lies 
in the anticipated use of television in the schools when it 
becomes available in addition to the expanding use of the 
radio facilities now installed. 
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There is little doubt to any interested observer that 
the West Hartford school system will continue to advance the 
cause of education by practical contributions of sensible 
progressiveness. 
Preliminary Groundwork Approaching a school system in 
order to examine its present pro¬ 
gram of utilizing audio-visual aids requires a discerning 
eye, a keen memory, and a concise report. It is essential 
to learn what facilities the system has; where they are 
located; and who is making the most use of them. As this 
process continues, and questions begin to raise their heads, 
the problem begins to shape itself into more specific terms. 
As facts are obtained, they have to be organized coherently 
so as to reveal the kind of solution that seems most desir¬ 
able. With this in mind, it was felt that this study di¬ 
vided itself naturally into three parts, namely: 
1. An analysis of the present use of audio-visual aids 
2. How best to augment the program 
3. Setting up an audio-visual aids department 
With this tentative outline as a guide, the West Hartford 
school system was examined with an open mind in order that 
the results of this study would avoid theory and cling to 
practicality. Audio-visual aids are themselves an attempt 
to approach reality and shun abstractions; thus it seems 
logical that this research follows the same path. 
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Visiting the Schools It was necessary to follow some plan 
in visiting the various schools; so 
it was decided to make alternate visits first to an elementary 
school, then to a secondary school, and then back to an 
elementary school. This was done in order to maintain a bal¬ 
ance of information on both levels so that if some unfore¬ 
seen development prevented a visit to each and all of the 
twelve schools there would be equal data with which to dis¬ 
cuss both fields. 
It is well to note the best time of day for contacting 
school principals. This appears to be after ten o'clock and 
before eleven-thirty, at which time opening school routine 
and morning correspondence have been completed. This was the 
ideal time and not always possible as it meant visiting only 
one school each day with a modicum of time to look through 
the school .thoroughly. When working with an extremely busy 
school, however, it is always essential to cause least in¬ 
convenience and to show most consideration for the school 
staff. 
Limitations of the Study In any study there soon becomes 
evident a limitation to the kind 
of information which can be included. As the analysis sheet 
was filled in, more and more data appeared which seemed to be 
pertinent and which was added. Some of this was retained but 
some was withheld from this particular study. Any research 
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usually uncovers questions which like the hundred-headed hydra 
are answered only to raise several in their place. 
This report had to confine itself to the original three 
phases of present use of audio-visual aids, how to augment 
that use, and specifically how to set up an audio-visual aids 
department if the need was indicated. 
Statistically, this paper is based upon the twelve 
schools personally examined in the West Hartford system, the 
more than 300 school administrative and teaching staff inter¬ 
viewed or surveyed, and the 5,000 students who make up the 
school population. 
It can be said that this is definitely a problem with 
local significance pertaining to West Hartford. That is 
academically correct\ but it is hoped that the various con¬ 
clusions derived, the implications revealed and applications 
presented will prove of benefit both to Individual institu- 
% 
tions and to other educational systems which parallel the 
one studied herein. 
Arranging an 
Analysis Sheet 
Shortly after the first few visits to 
some of the West Hartford schools, it was 
decided that for speed and efficiency, an analysis sheet he 
used as a basis for each interview with school principals. 
It was felt that this would give direction to the questions. 
Insure uniform coverage of each school, and provide an equal¬ 
ized comparitive picture giving an accurate over-view of the 
whole school system. 
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The sheet was arranged so as to list in the left-hand 
column most of the current audio-visual aids. An attempt 
was made to separate these aids into groups whose function 
did not overlap. Seven main groups accomplish this. 
Motion Picture Equipment 
35mm Silent 
35mm Sound 
16mm Silent 
16mm Sound 
Films Used 
Still Picture Equipment 
Opaque Projector (usually has 6" x 6H field) 
Mounted Pictures for opaque projection 
Lantern Slide Projector (for 3iM x 4M glass slides) 
Lantern Slides Used 
Miniature Slide Projector (for 2M x 2" film, glass) 
(or kodachrome slides ) 
Miniature Slides Used 
Silent Film Strip Projector 
Film Strips Used 
Sound Film Strip Projector 
Recordings and Film Strips Used 
Supplementary Equipment 
Micro-projector 
Micro-slides used 
Overhead Projector, Tachistoscope 
Material Used 
Portable Screen 
Stationary Screen 
Film Splicer 
Film Rewinder 
Micro-film Projector 
Enlarger 
Exposure Meter 
Portable Flood Lights 
Telephoto Lenses 
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Audio Equipment 
Portable Radio 
Stationary or Cabinet Radio 
Facilities for Inter-Room Radio Broadcasting 
Schedule of Radio Programs Used 
78 r.p.m. Record Player 
Records, 10H, 1211, other 
33 l/3d Record Player 
Transcriptions, 16H, recorded at 33 1/3 r.p.m. 
Reproductory Equipment 
Still Camera 
Motion Picture Camera 
Film Developing Equipment 
Slide Making Equipment 
Wax Recorder 
Wax Blank Discs 
Wire Recorder 
Tape Recorder 
Duplicators: Mimeograph, Hectograph, Blue Print 
Machine, Photographic, Multigraph, 
Multlllth 
Individual Equipment (Usable by only one person at a time) 
Magnifying G-lass 
Specimens 
* Field Glasses 
Telescope 
Film Viewer 
Stereoscope, or Telibinocular 
Stereographs Used 
Microscope 
Specimen Slides 
Group Equipment 
Sand Tables 
Handcraft Tools 
Musical Instruments 
Exhibit or Display Cases 
Terrarium 
Aquarium 
Planetarium 
Bulletin Boards 
Easels 
Work Books , 
Vertical File (Mounted material for Display; 
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Use of the These seven main groups with their various 
Analysis Sheet 
sub-divisions were arranged on three large 
sheets of ruled notebook paper with the arrangement indicated 
below: 
Hall H.S. Plant Jr. » Etc. • • • • • 
No. 
or 
Amt. 
Remarks 
No. 
or 
Amt. 
Remarks 
No. 
or 
Amt ♦ 
Remarks 
Motion Picture 
Equipment 
35 mm Silent 
35 mm Sound 
xxxxxxxxxxx 
Still Picture 
Equipment 
Opaque Projector 
Film Strip Proj. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
. 
] Etc. 
■ 
1 i 
i 
J- — 
I 
L 
i 
i i 
i 
_ 
i 
Each Principal was interviewed and a tour of the school 
made to secure the information necessary to complete this sheet. 
Department Heads, Librarians, Janitors and Teachers provided 
additional data. After all twelve schools were surveyed, 
extraneous information not particularly pertinent to this stud.y 
was eliminated and the tables of analysis which appear at the 
end of Chapter II represent careful editing. 
CHAPTER II 
REPORT ON TWELVE SCHOOLS COVERING 
BACKGROUND, EQUIPMENT, ACTIVITIES, NEEDS 
CHAPTER II 
REPORT ON TWELVE SCHOOLS COVERING 
BACKGROUND, EQUIPMENT, ACTIVITIES, NEEDS 
Sedgewick Elementary and Junior High School 
Background Built In 1931, the Sedgewick Consolidated 
Junior and Elementary school represents the 
progressive ideas of Dr. Lloyd H. Bugbee, Superintendent of 
the West Hartford School Department. It was at that time 
and still remains one of the most completely equipped school 
buildings in the country. It is concrete proof that effi¬ 
cient planning and sufficient foresight can keep a school 
up to date years after it is completed. 
Functionally designed to answer a dual purpose, it 
houses in one wing an elementary school and in the other wing 
a junior high school. Duplicate office and other facilities, 
in almost every case except the cafeteria, gymnasium, and 
auditorium, provide complete freedom for the two separate 
administrative and teaching staffs which operate within the 
building. Each year schedules for the shared use of the 
auditorium, the cafeteria and the gymnasium are arranged 
ahead of time so that there is no overlapping or confusion. 
Here can be found more extensive equipment and inclusive 
facilities for curricula and extra-curricula activities than 
in any other school in the West Hartford system. It is the 
newest; Its location gives it the outdoor breathing space 
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so vital to the protected recreation of its students; and it 
is the result of careful examination of building needs with 
audio-visual education upper-most in the minds of the 
planners. 
Equipment The print shop Includes the usual type fonts, 
two presses, one cutter and a stitching 
machine. The woodworking shop has lathes, sanders, a planer 
and surfacer, an electric band saw and rip saw. The paint 
room is provided with brushes, paint and drying space which 
is enclosed to reduce dust resulting from the wood shop. 
The metal shop has a crimper, metal shears, soldering equip- 
ment and pipe bending vises. The Photography room which had 
facilities for developing, enlarging, drying and viewing 
films is now being used as a radio club room. There are 
other rooms common to most secondary schools such as the 
science room, which can be darkened for showing pictures, 
and which has a micro-projector, the art work shop, a music 
# 
room with acoustic board, and soundproof ceiling, together 
with the auditorium, gymnasium and cafeteria all of which 
have the latest equipment to provide a broad area for student 
activity. The library has a vertical file of mounted flat 
pictures and the school office has an unusually adaptable 
inter-room communication system which can pipe into one, 
several, or all rooms, any of several simultaneous radio pro¬ 
grams. There are, of course, other rooms and facilities not 
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mentioned because they do not directly concern themselves 
with audio-visual education. At this point it would be wise 
to list the audio-visual equipment which includes: 
1 35mm sound motion picture projector 
(seldom used) 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector 
1 16mm silent motion picture projector 
1 stationary film screen 
2 portable film screens 
1 micro-projector 
1 combination radio, recorder and phonograph 
2 record players 
slide-making equipment 
Special Activities It is important to call attention to 
the fact that equipment that lies idle 
is worse than none at all. In the examination of the activ¬ 
ity program of Sedgewick, it was pleasant to see that the 
equipment was used. During the first visit to the school, 
a student was recording his singing voice through the re¬ 
corder. Principal Graybeal uses the inter-room audiophone 
system for almost daily broadcasts. Films are shown on the 
average of twice a week. This of course includes both the 
elementary school under the principalship of Miss Lipps and 
the Junior high under Mr. Graybeal. The library is used 
frequently for displays. Easels in the hallways call 
students' attention to important announcements. Display 
cabinets built into the walls were being currently used for 
student planned exhibits. 
For several years a school scrapbook was kept which now 
of reference material. Because of the provides a rich source 
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extreme interest of one of the teachers, considerable aero¬ 
nautical study and even actual flying has been done. Mr. 
Graybeal has sponsored and promoted this and is planning at 
the present time to purchase an old army bomber for $200 
for a stationary ground plane laboratory. 
Special activities in the Elementary School have 
included table gardens, dramatization and pupil-written 
scripts for a program based on Greek dances. 
Special Needs During conversations with various members 
of the school staff, a wish for a slide 
projector was expressed by both school Principals and a 
desire to develop the school cheers and songs on lantern 
slides was mentioned. A need exists for equipping several 
of the elementary school rooms with dark curtains with 
emphasis on the intermediate grades 4, 5 and 6. 
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Talcott Junior High School 
Background Talcott Junior High School is another modern 
well-equipped building arranged in the same 
efficient manner which characterizes so many of the West 
Hartford schools. It houses twelve teachers and 290 
students. The enthusiastic interest in audio-visual educa¬ 
tion which Mr, Nelson exhibited while teaching science at 
Plant Junior High School continues to be reflected now that 
he has been made Principal of Talcott Junior High School, 
Equipment The equipment available for use in this school 
is in satisfactory condition for the most part, 
but there are additions which would be desirable. These 
additions will be taken up in another section of this study. 
Present equipment at Talcott includes: 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector 
(shared with Elmwood Elementary) 
1 filmstrip projector owned and used 
by science teacher 
1 Combination opaque and slide projector 
1 6“ telescope, hand-made by science teacher 
2 portable radios 
record player 
1 roller type screen 
50 filmstrips purchased mostly by science teacher 
7 assorted wooden and metal models 
1 set recordings of Ivanhoe, Tale of Two Cities, 
House of Seven Gables, Treasure Island 
1 microprojector 
The equipment mentioned above is in frequent use, so 
much so that with the exception of the motion picture pro¬ 
jector, there would be little opportunity for loaning it to 
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other schools. There is also an extensive library of 
symphonic and orchestral recordings in both 10" and 12n 
size for standard record player. 
Special Activities On exhibit at the time of visiting 
were extremely well-done models of 
articles based on Ivanhoe, i.e., Rowena's bed, Front de 
Boef's castle, a knight's pavilion, etc. These were represent¬ 
ative of what all the schools have accomplished at one time 
or another. It just happened to be on display at the time. 
Field trips were made to the State Legislature and the 
State Prison in Wethersfield. 
Special Needs A better display case with larger space 
for exhibits and a film strip projector 
are among the items that could be added to the present 
-equipment. 
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Elmwood Elementary School 
Background At the present time, Elmwood School has a 
school population of 478 served by a staff 
of.fourteen teachers. The principal, Miss Pease, has served 
with Miss Lipps of Sedgewick Elementary to work out a 
schedule for films shown in the elementary schools. There 
has been increasing use of films during the past few years. 
Equipment Until recently Elmwood has found it necessary 
to share a motion picture projector with the 
nearby Talcott Junior High School. This situation has been 
rectified by the arrival of new equipment, on order for 
some time. Now each school has its own individual projector. 
There are now the following pieces of equipment: 
1 Delineascope, combination opaque and 
slide projector 
Several Stereoscopes 
Each teacher has a vertical file of 
mounted illustrations 
1 Cabinet radio 
1 Record Player, 78 r.p.m. 
1 Sand table that can hold water 
in each room 
1 Rewinder for 35mm film 
Linoleum block printing equipment 
1 Primer size typewriter with 
oversize letters for easier reading 
1 Roller type screen in auditorium 
Special Activities There are closely accessible to Elm¬ 
wood School many excursion points of 
interest useful for field trips and wide use is made of this 
form of visual teaching aid. Use has been made of slides 
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obtained from various sources on Birds, Health, and Madonnas 
In Art. 
Special Needs The arrival of a new motion picture 
projector leaves no immediate need for 
other audio-visual equipment until the expansion of the 
record collection requires additional record players. 
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Charter Oak Elementary School 
Background The 550 pupils of Charter Oak Elementary 
School are taught by ten teachers and all 
are under the supervision of Miss Patterson, the Principal. 
This school exhibits all the modernity and efficiency which 
is truly in evidence throughout all the West Hartford schools. 
Equipment Outstanding among the other equipment which 
will be listed, is the dual school radio and 
inter-room communication system. With this equipment it is 
possible to route two entirely different programs to individ¬ 
ual rooms, groups of rooms, or to the whole school. This 
has automatic timing mechanisms which can be set so that pro¬ 
grams will come on and go off automatically, similarly to the 
Sedgewick radio system although not quite so elaborate. 
Other equipment is as follows: 
1 35mm silent motion picture projector 
seldom used because films are now 16mm 
1 16mm silent motion picture projector 
also seldom used because of poor condition 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector which 
was donated by the PTA (Ampro) 
1 Spencer Delineascope, combination opaque 
and slide projector 
1 Lantern slide projector which takes the 
3i x 4M slide 
1 Viewmaster Steroscope with a half dozen 
special, circular, 8mm color stereographs 
Vertical file is located in the library 
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1 Electric victrola, 78 r.p.m. 
1 Special Audio-Visual Aid Room used by all 
classes and teachers as needed 
Sand tables in each room 
3 dozen slides for pupil constructions cover¬ 
ing Vikings, Egyptians, and Birds 
2 Stationary screens, 1 in audio-visual aid 
room and the other in the auditorium 
Special Activities This school had an outstanding window 
design in the Principal's Office 
painted by an eight year old pupil who decorated the window 
with tropical goldfish and under-water plants making it look 
like a window aquarium. The use of slides and records appears 
widespread. The collection of records incidentally covers 
primitive rhythms, folk dances, story recitations and 
orchestral classics. Here, again, mention is made under 
this school of material which is in most cases common to 
most of the elementary and some of the secondary schools. 
Special Needs Because of the central radio system in the 
Charter Oak School, no cabinet radios are 
needed although portables are always desirable. The purchase 
of a film strip projector would complete the school equipment. 
The one record player now available in the school is not 
sufficient and at least one more should be added preferably 
one with a two speed turntable. A still camera, magnifying 
and field glasses, and an inexpensive microscope would also 
be desirable additions for eventual consideration. The present 
lack of display cases at Charter Oak needs to be corrected. 
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Seymour Elementary School 
Background This was the first West Hartford School visit¬ 
ed and the impression gathered from the 
general atmosphere was one of deep interest in and wide use 
of audio-visual aids. This later became evident in all West 
Hartford schools. The thirteen teachers and four hundred and 
thirty pupils of Seymour School reflect this interest in the 
activities and improvisations they carry on under the super¬ 
vision of the principal, Miss Florence Smith. 
Equipment Ample use of audio-visual aids is insured by 
the following type of equipment found at 
Seymour: 
1 16mm silent motion picture projector 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector 
1 film-strip projector 
1 combination opaque and slide projector 
2 screens, 1 portable and 1 stationary 
1 film-splicer 
slide-making equipment 
several duplicators 
6 portable radios 
Equipment is important, but equally so is the space and 
ease with which it may be used. The auditorium and the 
library can both be darkened which gives the school two rooms 
available and permits the simultaneous use of two different 
projectors. Instruction in motion picture projection is 
given by Miss Smith whenever it is necessary. As for pro¬ 
fessional education magazines, there are sufficient now. 
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Special Activities An occasional rambling field trip is 
taken by some of the classes which 
observe the building of a house, the operation of a steam 
shovel, the function of a grocery store, and, at Christmas, 
a visit to unusual electrical displays. At other times, 
visits are made to a pupil’s home, if something of universal 
interest has been developed. In the primary grades, there 
is more interest than might be expected just in the operation 
of the common mailbox. Visits are also made to the usual 
public departments, police, fire, post office and to nearby 
concerns like the dairy and the bakery. 
Pupils have constructed houses complete with furniture, 
different kinds of transportation, a hand-made movie, and a 
post office and store which carry on in miniature the adult 
activities. Pupils have also participated in radio broad¬ 
casts. This was part of a series to which all the West 
Hartford schools contributed. 
Special Needs For use in Improving speech difficulties, 
a recording machine would be helpful 
according to many of the school staff. Dark curtains for at 
least one more room are desired. An extra extension cord is 
needed; and a few additional books on primary art would im¬ 
prove the present selection. More film strips and slides 
are also desired 
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Whitman Elementary School 
Background Located near the center of West Hartford and 
adjacent to Hall High School, Whitman enjoys 
a convenient spot. The four hundred pupils in the school 
are taught by thirteen teachers. Thus the average class is 
made up of thirty pupils. Mrs. Frances H. Rodewald is the 
principal. Her suggestion, that any film previews take into 
consideration the fact that all teachers do not have cars, 
was a good one and focuses attention on the need for a 
central location of any film preview laboratory. 
Equipment 1 16mm motion projector 
1 combination opaque and slide projector 
set of stereoscopic pictures on W.Htfd. 
3 radios; 1 large cabinet set in audi¬ 
torium, 2 portables 
1 record player 
1 stationary screen 
duplicators 
At the present time, the projectors are used in the 
auditorium which is the only room which can be darkened 
satisfactorily. 
Special Activities One trip taken by a Whitman class 
is so obvious that it is probably 
frequently overlooked as a possibility. This class toured 
the school building itself in order to become acquainted 
with the layout and arrangement. Other trips went to histor¬ 
ic landmarks, to the Fern Street Park and Pool, to a garage, 
and also to compare styles of houses. 
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Much constructive talent has been revealed as the pupils 
made and painted scenery and properties for plays, built 
Indian tepee villages, devised a Chinese dragon, assembled 
toy trains, and put together a composite Swiss picture. 
Attention should also be called to a dramatization of 
Hansel and G-retel. 
Special Needs Specific needs have revealed themselves 
among which is a replacement for the 
present record player which is not adequate. The old 16mm 
motion picture projector will have been turned in for a new 
one by the time this study is completed. 
Charts illustrating and clarifying fractions based on 
a fifth grade level would be welcomed and inexpensive maps 
in quantities large enough for individual student use are 
also needed. 
A sound recorder for occasional usb in correcting the 
children* s diction was mentioned as a possibility. Last 
but not least an extra or alternate room which can be dark¬ 
ened would improve the present school situation. 
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William Hall High School 
Background As might be expected, the West Hartford High 
School is the largest of the twelve housing 
1,035 students, 40 teachers and a principal of many, many 
years experience, Mr. R. W. Harriman. At the present time 
the showing of films is almost exclusively accomplished in the 
auditorium and the use of films in the classrooms is pre¬ 
vented by the lack of dark curtains. There are rooms like 
the science room which can be darkened and the physics 
room was also used at one time, but the present procedure 
is to use the auditorium. 
Equipment Although the high school probably has more 
equipment than any other school, when this 
is compared with its 1,035 student population, it falls short 
of being classed as completely adequate* The following is 
available at the present time: 
1 16mm silent motion picture projector 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector 
1 micro-projector 
1 silent film-strip projector 
1 combination opaque and slide projector 
1 old lantern slide projector 
several steroscopes 
2 pairs of field glasses 
2 still cameras, Graflex and Kodak 
1 16mm motion picture camera with 
telescopic lens 
1 combination radio and recording machine 
2 record players 
film developing equipment and dark room 
1 stationary screen, roller type 
1 painted screen 
1 Blue print machine 
duplicators 
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Special Activities The exhibits and displays reveal ex¬ 
tensive construction on the part of 
the various student classes. Model scout buildings, expert 
metal work and *furniture of all descriptions is turned out 
in the various work shops. The draughtsmanship is pro¬ 
fessional in its appearance. Costumes, dance decorations 
and most of the supplementary material necessary and inciden¬ 
tal to the usual high school extra-curricula and semi-curricula 
activity is provided by the Art, Home Economics, Industrial 
Arts Departments with the others contributing as they can. 
Field trips have taken Hall students to the state legislature 
at the capitol and to the various radio studios in Hartford, 
members of the French classes have taken tours to Canada, 
Spanish class members have visited the Spanish Museum in 
New York. The New York Flower Shows, the Yale University 
Museum and Experimental Station and the New York Planetarium 
have all provided rich experience and information through 
yearly field trips. 
Special Needs The desire for a larger film library is 
quite evident and time and facilities for 
previewing them prior to olass use. Classroom Instead of 
auditorium use of audio-visual aids Is preferred and as the 
number of facilities Increase will probably develop. The 
need for teacher training In use of audio-visual equipment 
is also indicated; also a record player for the English 
Department. 
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Beach Park Elementary School 
Background This school is the smallest in the West Hart¬ 
ford system. Its classrooms are all on one 
floor and the 195 pupils are taught by six teachers in 
addition to the principal, Mrs. M. J. Emhoff who also teaches. 
Equipment The small size of Beach Park is almost an 
advantage to it as the present distribution 
of funds for films allocates an equal amount to each school. 
Thus Beach Park benefits to the same degree as the larger 
schools. The following list of equipment is also rather 
imposing considering the pupil population which it serves. 
1 16mm motion picture projector (PTA donation) 
1 combination opaque and slide projector 
1 cabinet radio 
3 portable radios 
2 record players 
1 portable screen 
2 duplicating machines 
vertical file 
The school is not large enough to have an auditorium 
so the large, double—size kindergarten is used as both an 
auditorium and an audio-visual aids room. 
Special Activities Pupils at Beach Park have a little 
Museum and Nature Corner where 
collections of stones, flowers, insects and other specimens 
and objects are displayed. A puppet show production re¬ 
vealed considerable pupil talent in construction of the 
stage, the puppets and the scenery. Snapshots of different 
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fences in West Hartford made an interesting exhibit and 
) 
field trips have been made to the Institute for the Blind. 
Special Needs The wooden construction of the building 
and a single stairway exit from the base¬ 
ment makes it undesirable to gather large groups of pupils 
in the cellar, but this could be remedied by adding a second 
exit. Most of the present unused space could then be put to 
work. Basement rooms would provide a chance for expansion 
and particularly the equipping of a special audio-visual 
aids room where the equipment could be kept set up at all 
times with no need of continual assembling and disassembling, 
or carrying to and from the office. 
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Plant Junior High School 
Background A student population of 522 taught by twenty- 
one teachers makes the Plant School the 
largest of the three Junior High Schools in the West Hart¬ 
ford system* Mr* Donald B* Swett, Principal, maintains an 
active audio-visual program. 
Equipment The following equipment has seen considerable 
use and while some of it needs to be replaced, 
it is on the whole functioning quite satisfactorily. 
1 16mm sound motion picture projector 
1 microprojector (made by science class) 
1 film strip projector (bought by science class) 
1 combination opaque and slide projector 
1 telescope (home made) 
1 8mm moving picture camera 
vertical file in the library 
office to room telephones 
3 portable radios 
2 record players * 
1 film splicer (shared with East) 
1 film rewinder 
1 portable screen 
1 stationary screen 
duplicators 
2 spare film reels 
Besides the school auditorium, there is an extra 
classroom, with a capacity of thirty-five students, which 
can be darkened; and a new screen has just been received. 
A collection of 600 glass slides is available for use in 
the slide projector. There ard also albums of recordings 
both in symphonic sets and individual discs which total 
approximately 375 records. 
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Special Activities At one time, a leathercraft club proved 
popular, but various club interests wax 
and wane as student groups change through the years. The 
Camera Club of a few years ago set up a dark room underneath 
the stage, but that is not now in active use. There is at 
present a mixed bowling club and a girls swimming club. 
Field trips have taken members of the science class to the 
Water Reservoir, the school for the Deaf and Dumb and to 
Beseck Lake to examine the dinasour tracks. Special atten¬ 
tion should be called to the murals currently being painted 
on the walls of the science room. Mural work has been out¬ 
standing throughout the West Hartford school system. 
Special Needs A desire was expressed for a film pre¬ 
view room for teacher use, and in this 
connection the receipt of all visual material far enough in 
advance to allow teachers to integrate it more closely with 
the unit currently being taught. Installation of electrical 
outlets for the auditorium projection booth and the purchase 
of a new lens for the projector would answer the immediate 
needs of Plant School. 
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Morley Elementary School 
Background At Morley there are eleven teachers and 370 
pupils under the supervision of Miss Alice 
M. Ayres. The school is modern and the grounds are quite 
adequate for the pupils in attendance. The equipment is 
up-to-date and the classrooms have ample storage space. 
There has been an effective use of visual aids for a good 
many years, with increasing attention now being directed 
toward a special audio-visual room set aside for student 
and teacher use. 
Equipment Although the motion picture projector has 
been shared with the Beach Park School, this 
will no longer be necessary as the P.T.A. of that school 
has just given it a new projector. The equipment on hand 
includes: 
1 16mm motion picture projector 
1 combination slide and opaque projector 
1 electric stereoscope (Telibinocular) 
1 motion picture camera (not school-owned) 
1 cabinet radio 
2 portable radios 
2 record players, 1 portable, 1 Victrola 
slide-making equipment 
1 film-splicer 
1 portable screen 
1 stationary screen 
2 duplicators 
vertical file in library 
The Special audio-visual aids room mentioned in the 
first paragraph above has been fitted with curtains which 
darken the room, which has both adult and tiny—tot chairs. 
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The opaque projector and the stereoscope are available for 
immediate use; and the portable screen is set up at all times. 
The shelves of the room are filled with exhibits, models and 
specimens. At the time of my visit a complete collection of 
native bird’s nests was on display. Sets of stereographs on 
Native Trees, New England and Birds were in the closet along 
with sets of regular lantern slides. Completing the equip¬ 
ment in the room was an RCA record player. 
The vertical file in the library was well arranged, 
covering foreign countries from Africa to Tibet, the United 
States sub-divided by state, and a miscellaneous drawer with 
material on Airmail, Animals, Art, Asbestos, Birds, Cocoa, 
Corn, Eskimos and Holidays. A smaller file sold commer¬ 
cially as a visual curriculum series depicted the develop¬ 
ment of transportation. This file material is described 
in detail not because Morley School was the only one to 
have it, but just to convey an impression of what the 
average vertical file in the other elementary schools con¬ 
tained. The arrangement of the Morley file was, however, 
noteworthy. 
Special Activities There has been in past years rather 
extensive work accomplished with the 
pupil-made slides which are used more frequently in the 
upper grades. At Christmas the P.T.A. sponsored a special 
puppet show , and during the year two parents arranged for 
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an illustrated lecture on birds. An Airplane Club has 
stimulated the building of model airplanes. The scenery for 
plays is usually produced by the pupils themselves. A 
school newspaper was put out by pupils under teacher guidance 
before the war and will in all probability be begun once more 
as paper becomes more accessible. 
3peclal Needs The immediate needs of Morley School 
appear to be another still picture pro¬ 
jector of the overhead type, sometimes referred to as the 
Tachistoscope. The paucity of material available that is 
keyed to the primary levels is apparent but this is no fault 
of the school. Also a complete listing of audio-visual 
material available to the teachers would add to the 
efficiency of the situation. 
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East Elementary School 
Background Just because it is housed in one of the oldest 
school buildings does not mean that the admin¬ 
istrative and teaching staff of East School is behind the 
times. Miss Elsie J. Ahlquist, Principal, who teaches in 
addition to fulfilling administrative duties, has eight 
teachers to handle the 239 pupils now attending East School. 
The windows and the walls of the school reflect the lively 
interest of the pupils and reveal their reactions to the 
audio-visual aids which are,provided for them. The close 
proximity of East to the Plant School has tended to promote 
the joint use of equipment which really should be owned by 
each school. Despite the adjacency of the buildings, it is, 
to say the least, time-consuming to have to take a class of 
pupils over to the Plant building in order to take advantage 
of the sound projector and the opaque projector. The 
necessity for advance reservation of auditorium space and 
incidental arrangements tends to discourage the teachers 
from making the ready use they would employ if East had its 
own individual projectors. This situation will probably be 
relieved in the near future. 
Equipment As discussed above, at least two pieces of 
equipment, the sound motion picture projector 
and the opaque projector, are shared with Plant which houses 
them,so In listing the equipment below the fraction i will 
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indicate a 50-50 partnership with Plant School. 
i 16mm sound motion picture projector 
i combination opaque and slide projector 
5 stereoscopes 
vertical file 
1 cabinet radio 
3 portable radios 
2 record players, 1 Victrola in poor condition 
1 film splicer Jfilra rewinder 
duplicator 
The music room, a basement room, could easily be dark¬ 
ened and used as a visual aid room. Each classroom has an 
electrical outlet. 
Special Activities In discussing special activities with 
Miss Ahlquist, special emphasis was 
laid on the value of the frequent trips to the Childrens 
Museum which is nearby. Films, and illustrated slide lec¬ 
tures, are only part of a variety of learning activities 
which are handled directly by Mrs. Cheney of the Childrens 
Museum in a most accomplished manner. Great satisfaction 
with the program of the Museum was manifested by all of the 
West Hartford schools which make regular visits. 
3peolal Needs Although the film program for all schools 
is to be discussed fully under a separate 
section, it is appropriate to state here that most of the 
films shown in the elementary schools have not been keyed 
to the kindergarten and primary levels. Interest was ex¬ 
pressed in a bus tour of West Hartford's historical spots. 
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Also the desire for more mounted material that would fit 
into the 6M x 6“ field of the average opaque projector. A 
new motion picture projector and a slide projector are 
certainly desirable additions to consider; and making it 
possible to darken the present music room would solve the 
need for an audio-visual aid room. 
Six Tables of Equipment Analysis 
The first grouping of audio-visual aids appearing 
before the reports on the schools was considerably modified 
as certain equipment was found to be totally absent from 
all the schools; so that the final tables of analyses were 
reduced to a minimum list of desirable equipment actually 
owned or used by one or more schools. Special attention 
is called to the elimination of material used in or by the 
equipment. Thus, these tables which follow the reports 
on the schools, list the number of pieces of certain equip¬ 
ment and, in some cases, merely indicate by 11 yesH or MnoH 
the presence of other audio-visual equipment or facilities 
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TABLE I 
Motion and StTll Picture Equipment 
The figures In this table indicate the amount of equipment 
now owned and used by the schools. 
West Hartford 1946 
Schools 
Motion Picture 
Equipment 
16 mm 16 mm 
Silent Sound 
Students Proj. Proj, 
Still Picture 
Equipment 
Opaque 
Pro j. 
Slide 
Pro J. 
Film 
Strip 
ProJ • 
Hall Senior High 1035 
Sedgewick Junior High 414 
Sedgewick Elementary 576 
Plant Junior High 522 
East Elementary 239 
Talcott Junior High 289 
Elmwood Elementary 478 
Morley Elementary 370 
Whitman Elementary 400 
Beach Park Elementary 195 
Charter Oak Elementary 350 
3eymour Elementary 426 
1 
Ifl 
0_ 
0 
0 
WWWBt 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
I 
i 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
■twnwaMi 
1 
1 
E 
\i 
1 
1 
1] 
X 
s 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
CODE 
Verv Satisfactory Inow Adequate | Inadequat 
Extremely Undesirable Situation 
1 Combination Machine doing two jobs is 
shared between two schools, causing a bottleneck 
% i ' 1 Combination Machine doing two jobs 
T 1 Machine Shared between two schools 
TABLE II 
Supplementary Equipment 
The figures in this table Indicate the amount of equipment 
now owned and used by the schools. 
West Hartford 1946 Supplementary Equipment 
Micro- Port. Stat. Film Film 
Schools Students ProJ, Screen Screen Splicer Rewinder 
Hall Senior High 1035 1 | T 1 1 1 ^1 
Sedgewlck Junior H. 414 i j i |*| f o r-n 0 
Sedgewlck 
Elementary 576 o. ! J; 0 0 
Plant Junior High 522 
1 
i 1 * *1 1 
East Elementary 239 j? i* [i *1 0 
Talcott Junior High 289 JL 1 1 1 0 
Elmwood Elementary 478 0 a 1 0 1 
Morley Elementary 370 0 
CflflfTr'iift >i'm ir ‘ 
i 1 1 0 
Whitman Elementary 400 0 L8i 1 1 0 
Beach Park 
Elementary 195 0 1 0 1 0 
Charter Oak 
Elementary 350 o E 2 [o W- W1'1" * 0 
0 Seymour Elementary 426 0 i 1 1 1 
CODE 
Very Satisfactory Now Adequate 
1*1 Shared Between Two Schools 
Inadequate 
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TABLE III 
Audio-Equipment 
The figures in this table indicate the amount of equipment 
now owned and used by the schools. 
West Hartford 1946 
Schools Students 
Hall Senior High 1035 
Sedgewick Junior High 414 
Sedgewick Elementary 576 
Plant Junior High 522 
East Elementary 239 
Talcott Junior High 289 
Elmwood Elementary 478 
Morley Elementary 370 
Whitman Elementary 400 
Beach Park Elementary 195 
Charter Oak Elementary 350 
Seymour Elementary 426 
Audio-Equipment 
Port- Cab- Inter- Office 
able Record inet Room to Room 
Radio Player Radio Radio Tel. 
CODE 
* 
Very Satisfactory Now Adequate Inadequate 
i i 1 Combination Machine Doing Two Jobs Additional Equipment Needed 
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TABLE IV 
Reproductory Equipment 
The figures and words in this table indicate the amount 
of equipment owned and used by the schools. 
West Hartford 1946 Reproductory Equipment 
Motion Slide 
Still Picture Making Wax Re- Dupli- 
Schools Students Camera Camera Equip, corder cators 
Hall Senior High 1035 2 JL yes A yes 
Sedgewick Junior High 414 1 i yes m jes 
Sedgewick Elementary 576 © 0 no m yes ..--•.V .. 
Plant Junior High 522 \o] > 1 no 0 yes 
East Elementary 23S )o 0 no 0 yes 
Talcott Junior High 289 0 0 no 0 yes 
Elmwood Elementary 478 OP 0 no 0 yes 
Morley Elementary 370 o] 0 
-XtsuMWJtrxtb*- 
no 0 yes 
Whitman Elementary 400 0 0 no 101 yes 
Beach Park Elementary 195 0 0 no 0 yes 
Charter Oak Elementary 350 ! o 0 yes 0 ip yes 
Seymour Elementary 426 0 0 yes loj yes 
CODE 
Very Satisfactory Now Adequate 
if 
iti 
Shared within Consolidated School 
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TABLE V 
Individual Equipment 
West Hartford 1946 Individual Equipment 
(Usable only by one person at a time) 
Magni¬ 
fying Field Tele- Stereo- Micro- 
Schools Students Glasses Glasses scope scopes scopes 
Hall Senior High 1035 yes yes no j f. no) yes 
Sedgewick Junior High 414 yes yes no •j no; yes 
.. • 
Sedgewick Elementary 576 no no, no yes no 
Plant Junior High 522 yes yes yes yes yes 
East Elementary 239 yes yes no yes no 
Talcott Junior High 289 yes yes yes no no 
Elmwood Elementary 478 
/II*™ 'r^ 
no 
[ - i 
1 not no yes yes 
\ 
Morley Elementary 370 Jno] no no yes no 1 i . __ 1 
Whitman Elementary 400 yes 
r“l 
t no| no yes noi 
Beach Park Elementary 195 yes yes no no | r 'mnW \ no L—V 
Charter Oak Elementary 350 m j~nol no yes no 
Seymour Elementary 426 yes no no yes ino: 
CODE 
Very Satisfactory Now Adequate Inadequate • - "5 
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TABLE VI 
Group Equipment 
West Hartford 1946 Group Equipment 
Schools Students 
Vert¬ 
ical 
Pile 
Sand 
Tables 
Terra¬ 
rium 
Aqua¬ 
rium 
Hand- Dis- 
craft play 
Tools Cases 
Hall Senior High 1035 yes no yes yes yes yes 
Sedgewick Junior High 414 yes no yes yes yes UMWinify yes 
Sedgewick Elementary 576 ye 8 yes yes yes yes yes 
Plant Junior High 522 yea [no) yes yes yes «^5»e®5SK' yes 
East Elementary 239 yes yes yes yes yes no 
Talcott Junior High 289 Inoj no no inoi yes 
> 
yes 
Elmwood Elementary 478 yes 
'WWX'**?** 
yes yes E? yes Inal 
Morley Elementary 370 yes 
.AwittraiTrfi.f.iv 
yes yes yes yes 1 no 
Whitman Elementary 400 yes yes yes no yes yes 
Beach Park Elementary 195 yes yes yes yes yes no 
Charter Oak 
Elementary 350 yes yes yes yes yes no | 
Seymour Elementary 426 yes yes yes yes yes [no ! 
CODE 
Very Satisfactory 
ii1 irmwn'r- I <r ■cjanu-ajM-.' -.-v^rctm "iWBf" t; 
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Background Facilities and opportunities for previewing 
motion picture films prior to classroom use 
have been practically non-existent and it is remarkable that 
the blind choosing necessary under these conditions resulted 
in such a small number of unsatisfactory films. 
The films owned by the School Department total fourteen, 
They are: 
1. The Beavers 
2. Colonial Children 
3. Flowers 
4. Friendly Birds 
5. From Flax to Linen 
6. Navajo Indians 
?. Our Earth 
8. Rocky Mountain Mammals 
9, New England Fishermen 
10. Southwestern States 
11. Sweden 
12. Talking Hands 
13. Animals 
14. The Symphony Orchestra 
This indicates that at least a start has been made on a basic 
library of owned films. The controversy over whether a school 
system1 s money should go into film purchase or rental cannot 
be answered without regard for the particular system which 
is being considered. The present high cost of good films 
prohibits the modestly sized school system from outright 
purchase of any but the most frequently used films of general 
interest. When all factors are totaled, the result appears 
to be that ten to fifteen films can be rented for the pur¬ 
chase price of one. What is more, the fact that films 
become outdated so rapidly places the burden of 
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realistic appraisal, purchase or rental, squarely upon the 
shoulders of the audio-visual administrator. As there are 
at present in the West Hartford system three concurrent film 
programs on three grade levels, it is much simpler if they 
are discussed under their proper headings: Elementary, Junior 
High and Senior High. 
Elementary Schools The scheduling of motion picture films 
Seymour, Morley, has been somewhat easier for the 
7/hitman, Charter Oak, 
Beach Park, East, Elementary committee because the%money 
Elmwood, Sedgewick 
allocated to each school on an equal 
basis was pooled for the eight elementary schools and made 
an adequate sum with which to work. 
For some reason hard to explain, there has been more 
cohesion and correlation in the elementary film program 
than in the other grade levels. There is throughout the 
twelve schools an alert interest in films, but only in the 
Elementary field has there been a general background chosen 
against which films could be selected and scheduled. While 
all the school principals have contributed in varying 
degrees, Miss Whately, Elementary Supervisor, Miss Smith of 
Seymour School, Miss Lipps of Sedgewick School and Miss 
Pease of Elmwood have accomplished outstanding results, 
I will quote from the introduction to the 45-56 film 
program arranged by Miss Pease and Miss Lipps. 
MThis program has been arranged with the sincere in- 
tentlon of acquainting our boys and girls with certain of 
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the many peoples who through their culture have contributed 
to our American way of life.An earnest attempt has been 
made to show man^ cultural progress from primitive to 
modern times# The historical, social and aesthetic aspects 
of this cultural development.are given particular 
emphasis in the film choices made.No particular attempt 
has been made to fit this program into courses of study.... 
The program is complete in itself.The material is best 
adapted to older rather than younger children and we rec¬ 
ommend that it be presented in most instances not below the 
third grade.....We also recommend adjustment of the class¬ 
room program so that time for film showing and related 
activity may be taken from that allotted to social studies.11 
The above excerpts indicate the thought and planning 
that went into the program which, incidentally, started with 
the first week of school and provided one or several films 
each school week throughout the year. Because most elemen¬ 
tary students remain in the system for six years, it is not 
desirable to repeat many films oftener than once every 
three years; exceptional films are always worth repeating. 
The 1945-46 schedule begins on the following page. 
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Summarized Film Schedule for 1945-1946 
Unit I Primitive Man 
Date Film Type Time 
9/10-14 Our World Sd. 10' 
17-21 Digging Up the Past Sd. 10' 
People of Two Worlds 10* 
24-28 Pueblo Dwellers Si. 15' 
Indians of the Southwest Si. 1 reel 
Indian Pottery Making Si. 2 reels 
Dances of the Southwest 
Indians Si. 1 reel 
10/ 1-5 Navajo Indians Si. 1 reel 
Navajo Sand Painting Sd. 10« 
Indian Life Today Sd. 10' 
Unit II Colonial Background and Expansion 
10/ 8-12 Columbus and the Discovery 
of America Si. 60' 
15-19 J amestown Si. 60' 
22-26 Early Settlers of N.E. Sd. 3 reels 30’ 
Colonial Children Si. 101 
29-11/2 Peter Stuyvesant Si. 45' 
11/ 5-9 Birthplace of a Nation Sd. 11 1 
Where the Old South Still 
Lives 11* 
12-16 Kentucky Pioneers Sd. 11 ' 
Pioneers of the Plains Sd. 11* 
26-30 To be announced 
Unit III Seasonal Festivals 
Announcement Later 
•Unit III People, Customs and Art of Certain European Countries 
1/ 7-11 
14-18 
21-25 
iweden 
Midsummer in Sweden 
iking Trail 
lirthplace of America (Ei 
,ondon City of Tradition 
:ural England 
Loaming the Netherlands 
hildren of Holland 
Si. 1 reel 
Sd. ll1 
Sd. 1 reel 
Sd. 10’ 
Sd. 10’ 
Sd. 1 reel 
Sd. 1 reel 
Sd. 1 reel 
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28- 2/1 
2/ 4-8 
Byways of France Sd. 1 reel 
Venetian Holiday Sd. 1 reel 
Down from Vesuvius Sd. 1 reel 
Czechoslovakia Sd. 10* 
Tyrolean Costumes and Customs Sd. 10* 
Folkways of Poland Si. 15* 
Folk Dances Sd. 10* 
Unit V Our Neighbors to the North and South 
2/11-15 
25-3/1 
3/ 4-8 
11-15 
18-22 
25-29 
Cartier to Confederation 19 
Peoples of Canada Sd. 21 
Province of Quebec Sd. 11 
Land of Evangeline Sd. 10 
Rural Quebec Folkways Sd. 10 
Hands Are Sure Sd. 30 
Mexico City Sd. 11 
People of Mexico 1 reel 
Children of Mexico 1 reel 
Craftsman of Old Mexico Si. 14 
Native Arts of Old Mexico Sd. 20 
Mexican Murals Sd. 1 reel 
Mexican Moods Sd. 10 
Fiesta of the Hill Sd. 10 
4/ 1-5 
22-26 
29-5/3 
Our Neighbors Down the Road Sd. 
South of the Border Sd. 
Down Where the North Begins Sd. 
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Unit VI Peoples and Customs Across the Pacific 
5/ 6-10 
13-1? 
20-24 
27-31 
The Philippine Islands 
Belles of Bali 
Glimpses of Picturesque Ja^ 
Land of Contentment 
Children of China 
China*s Gift to the West 
The Great Silk Route 
The Land of the Maharajahs 
Strange Gods of India 
Si. 10* 
Sd. 1 reel 
Sd. 10* 
Sd. 1 reel 
Sd. 11* 
Sd. 22* 
Sd. 
Sd. 
Sd. 100* 
6/ 3-7 To be announced later 
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Attention should certainly be paid to the opinions of 
the elementary pupils regarding the pictures they saw. 
Several outstanding ideas and suggestions follow: 
• Films should not be repeated two years in a row 
2. Newsreels should be Included regularly 
3. More science films 
4. More pictures on exploration 
5. More nature films 
6. More films about our United States 
?. Films on the reconstruction of the world since the war 
8. Pictures.on Greece, Rome, China, Japan, India, Tibet 
9. A film on the Panama Canal 
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Junior High Schools 
Talcott, Sedgewick 
and Plant 
The three Junior High Schools cooper 
ated in planning their 1945-46 film 
schedule and succeeded in providing 
a very good orientation program. It could not be said that 
it accomplished any specific teaching in definite subject 
fields, but a careful selection of historical, geographical, 
health, war and news films provided valuable information to 
the students. 
The scheduling was arranged in such a manner that the 
films came alternately to each school. The first school to 
receive the film was responsible for transporting it to the 
next school supposed to receive it, and so on, in chain 
fashion until the film completed the three sides of the 
triangle and was mailed back to the rental agency. This 
meant an equal sharing in administrative responsibility and 
worked out rather satisfactorily. 
The film schedule appears on the following page. 
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Jan, 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr 
May 
Film Schedule for 1945-1946 
8-9 Our Louisiana Purchase 
15 - 16 March of Time - Ireland 
22 - 23 Skiing Thrills 
28 - 29 East of Bombay 
5-6 
12 - 13 
26 - 27 
Operation Pluto 
Operation Fido 
Bailey Bridge 
March of Time - Men of Medicine 
Westward Movement 
5-6 Story of Willow Run 
12 - 13 March of Time - New South 
19 - 20 Time and Tide 
26 - 27 Wings Over Latin America 
2-3 Swim and Live 
9-10 March of Time - Sweden 
On Top of the World 
23 - 24 Along the G-reat Silk Route 
30 - May 1 On Two Wheels 
The Tip Off 
7-8 Kids Must Eat 
14 - 15 March of Time - Russia 
29 China 
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Senior High school There has been a carefully worked out 
Mil_ plan in the Hall High School for the 
use of films. The planning took a very definite series of 
steps. First of all, a blank requisition form was sent out 
/ 
to the teachers in April. It was arranged like this on legal 
size, 8H x 14u paper: with ample space: 
Name 
of 
Film 
Cata¬ 
logue 
Page 
Source 
name & 
Address 
Reels 
or 
Time 
Sound 
or 
Silent 
Wanted 
Week 
Of— 
Free 
or 
Cost 
li iii 
l i i i i i 
I l I I ! I 
Teacher 
Note: Please print or type the above information ' 
for films requested and return not later 
than Thursday, May 31. Most films must be 
free or at a small service charge. Only 
16mm film can be used. 
_ Fred J. Herzig 
The second step was to make up a master schedule as soon as 
the requisitions were returned by the teachers. The dates 
chosen were indicated on ord.er sheets set up for the various 
companies or agencies providing the films. After the 
requisitions had been summarized and collated, the third 
step was to send out letters ordering films on specified 
dates. Although some agencies refuse to confirm dates six 
months in advance, by fall most confirmations were returned 
and the fourth step was begun. A day book was made. From 
this day book, a film schedule was mimeographed and sent 
to each teacher so that everyone knew what day films were 
to be shown. This gave teachers in other departments a 
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chance to provide their class with additional films if it 
was felt they fitted the curriculum needs* Human nature 
being what it is, it is also probable that classes were also 
sent to see films merely to provide a free period or amelior¬ 
ate a “blue Monday”. Truant students also tended to drop 
into the auditorium, although this situation was dealt with 
sternly and practically eliminated. 
As the fall film program began, it was necessary for 
Mr. Herzig, Science Instructor, to meet each Wednesday with 
student operators who had been selected on a basis of free 
periods at certain intervals throughout the day. These 
students were trained in operation of the machine and when 
reliable, solved the problem of machine operation. The 
student operators were chosen in teams of two so that the 
sickness or absence of one would not prevent the showing of 
a film at the scheduled time. A great deal of checking up 
was necessary, but outside of hiring a special projectionist 
this was the only solution. 
One other step remains to be noted. The day before a 
film was scheduled to be shown a reminder card was placed 
in the teacher*s mail box. This reminder card served a 
double function. The teacher, after seeing the film, was 
supposed to evaluate the film and return this reminder card 
thus providing a check on the choice of films. Here, on 
the following page, is shown a sample of the 3” x 5” card: 
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Teacher Date 
Title (film) 
Periods Running Time 
Operators 
Attendance 
. Excellent Good Fair Poor 
Comments 
Attention should be called to the fact that Mr# Herzig, 
who has for several years scheduled the films, has been 
carrying a full teaching load with but one free period a 
day. Naturally more than this amount of time was necessary, 
but despite this limitation, the schedule has proved out¬ 
standingly well—handled. The Senior High school schedule 
for 45-46 follows: 
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Film Schedule 
Title 
Machine Transcription, Part I 
Machine Transcription, Part II 
Don't Blame it on the Oven 
You Can Too 
The River 
Aluminum 
Our Constitution 
Mexican Moods 
Vera Cruz 
Tehauntipec 
Bacteria 
Man Against Microbe 
Basic Typing, Part I 
Basic Typing, Part II 
Trees For Tomorrow 
Where Mileage Begins 
Once Upon a Time 
Twix the Cup and the Lip 
Percussion Group 
The Symphony Orchestra 
What is Electricity 
Electronics at Work 
About Faces 
Care of the Teeth 
Out of the Earth 
Out Constitution 
Advanced Typing, Part I 
Advanced Typing, Part II 
Along the Great Silk Route 
Before the Doctor Comes 
A Good Neighbor Family 
This is Ecuador 
Industry for Health 
Buenos Aires 
Montivedio 
7/eat her of the Andes 
Brazil 
Brazil Gets the News 
Brazilian Quartz Goes to War 
Brazils' Fishing School 
Petroleum and Its Uses 
Sulphur 
Mr* Smith is Proud 
Carlsbad Caverns 
Putting Plant Food to Work 
Thermodynamics 
Date Time in 
Minutes Periods 
Oct. 2 "To- T7T“ 
Oct. 3 30 1, 5 
Oct. 4 19 4 
Oct. 4 30 4 
Oct. 5 30 i, 2, 3, 4, 5 
Oct. 5 15 i, 2, 3, 4, 5 
Oct. 9 30 6 
Oct. 10 11 2, 6 
Oct. 10 19 2, 6 
Oct. 10 10 2, 6 
Oct. 15 15 1, 4, 5 
Oct. 15 15 1, 4, 5 
Oct. 16 30 3, 4, 5 
Oct. 17 30 3, 4, 5 
Oct. 25 18 1, 2, 'Z '-'f 4 
Oct. 25 15 6 
Oct. 25 15 6 
Oct. 29 30 1, 4, 5 
Oct• 30 15 3, 5 
Oct. 30 15 3, 5 
Nov. 1 15 1, 2 
Nov. 1 15 1, 2 
Nov. 5 15 1, 4, 5 
Nov. 5 15 1. 4, 5 
Nov. 6 55 6 
Nov. 9 35 6 
Nov. 13 35 2, 5 
Nov. 14 35 2, 5 
Nov. 21 30 2, 4 
Nov. 26 55 1, 4, 5 
Nov. 27 17 2, 6 
Nov. 27 20 2, 6 
Dec. 3 45 1, 5 
Dec. 11 11 2, 6 
Dec. 11 10 2, 6 
Dec. 11 19 2, 6 
Dec. 18 10 2, 6 
Dec. 18 12 2, 6 
Dec. 18 12 2, 6 
Dec. 18 12 2, 6 
Dec. 19 30 2, 4 
Dec. 20 20 2, 4 
Jan. 4 20 2, 4 
Jan. 4 25 2, 4 
Jan. 7 30 1, 4, 5 
Jan. 10 15 • i, 2, 3, 4, 5 
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Title Date 
Distribution of Heat Energy 
Peru 
Argentine Primer 
Chile 
Acoustics 
Sound Waves and Their Sources 
Finding Your Lifers Work 
TVA 
Story of Rock Wool Insulation 
Man’s G-reatest Friend 
Royal Parks 
Timber Front 
Manufacture of Abrasives 
Maintenance of Office Machines 
Louisiana Purchase 
How Life Begins 
Our Monroe Doctrine 
G-ras shoppers 
The Voice of the City 
A New Voice for Mr. X 
Territorial Expansion of the US Mar, 5 
Terr. Possessions of the U.S. 
Sewage Disposal 
Keep ’Em Out 
Winged Scourge 
Evolution of the Oil Industry 
Fire Weather 
The Story of Asbestos 
Oxidation and Reduction 
Making and Shaping of Steel 
Making and Shaping of Steel 
Harvests for Tomorrow 
Nickel High Lights 
Magnesium 
Excursions in Science 
Electronics at Work 
What.is Electricity 
Enemy X _ - 
The Story of Transportation ana 
Travel May 
May 
Time in 
Minutes 
Jan. 10 “T5“ 
Jan. 15 11 
Jan. 15 20 
J an. 15 11 
Jan. 24 15 
Jan. 24 15 
Jan. 24 15 
Jan, 25 20 
Jan. 25 25 
Feb. 4 15 
Feb. 5 10 
Feb, 5 20 
Feb. 7 24 
Feb. 12 33 
Feb. 12 30 
Feb, 25 55 
Feb. 26 30 
Mar, 4 30 
Mar. 5 15 
Mar. 5 30 
.  25 
Mar. 5 25 
Mar. 18 15 
Mar. 18 15 
Mar. 18 15 
Mar. 28 28 
Apr. 1 30 
Aor. 11 30 
Apr. 11 
Apr. 25 
May 2 
May 6 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
May 
9 
16 
16 
17 
17 
20 
27 
31 
10 
45 
45 
30 
55 
15 
35 
15 
15 
55 
55 
15 
1 
1 
Periods 
, 2, 5 
2, 6 
2, 6 
2, 6 
, 2, 3, 4, 5 
, 2, 3, 4, 5 
6 
2, 4, 5 
1, 2, 4, 5 
1, 4, 5 
1, 2, 4, 5 
1, 2, 4, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, & 
6 
1, 4, 5 
6 
1, 4, 5 
1, 5 
1, 5 
6 
6 
1, 4, 5 
1, 4, 5 
1, 4, 5 
2, 4 
1, 4, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
2, 4 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
1, 2, 3, 5 
L, 2, 3, 4, 5 
1, 2 
1, 4, 5 
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2, Magic in the Air 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVISING AND ADMINISTERING A TEACHER SURVEY 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVISING- AND ADMINISTERING- A TEACHER SURVEY 
Devising At first the idea of surveying each teacher in 
the West Hartford Schools was considered but 
discarded. It soon became evident, however, that even the 
most carefully conducted interviews of school principals 
and the most scrupulous personal examination of the individual 
schools would still leave gaps in tie total information that 
was desired. Thus upon reconsideration, a few weeks later, 
a teacher survey was undertaken, constructed and administered. 
The suggestions and questions were based upon just one 
idea--that of service. In other words, what services 
could a department of audio-visual aids offer the teachers 
and what would be their reactions to them. It was not diffi¬ 
cult after preliminary visits to the schools and brief talks 
with staff members to develop suggestions for services that 
might be offered. As these were listed, the roster began 
to grow longer and longer until there were sixty-three 
suggestions. These were arranged so that the teachers 
could indicate whether they desired the service immediately, 
eventually or were not interested and a fourth column for 
remarks. Because this survey was going to both elementary 
and secondary teachers, some of the suggestions were not 
applicable to both fields. The "Remarks" column proved a 
valuable outlet for teacher opinion. 
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The name, grade or subject taught, and the school of 
each teacher was requested to provide a solid foundation of 
correlated fact. The readiness on the part of the public 
school staff to identify themselves with their ideas and 
opinions proved what a healthy and democratic atmosphere 
permeates the West Hartford school system from highest to 
lowest echelons of administration. 
After cutting the mimeograph stencils, collating and 
stapling the six sheets, the survey was Introduced to the 
school principals at one of their monthly meetings. It was 
explained and they were requested to fill it out as if they 
were teachers. Questions arising were answered and pro¬ 
cedure was ironed out so that the principals themselves 
could introduce the survey smoothly to their teaching staffs 
t 
and answer the inevitable questions which always result. 
Directions were made short, the checking method orief, 
and a careful timing revealed that the survey would probably 
take about fifteen minutes to complete. This gave the 
principals all the essential Information they needed to 
carry on and avoided a time-consuming Individual visit to 
each school and twelve repeated explanations. 
Within a period of three weeks, most of the surveys had 
been returned and a tabulation of the results is included in 
the reproduction of the survey which appears on the follow- 
ing pages. 
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TABULATION OF THE 
1946 TEACHING- AID SURVEY OF THE WEST HARTFORD SCHOOLS 
Introduction: The direction and trend of the future develop¬ 
ments of teaching aids in West Hartford 
depends upon the information and opinion 
collected in this survey. Your careful consideration and 
sincere opinion is earnestly sought. In order to correlate 
the information and give it a solid foundation of fact, your 
name, field and school is needed. 
Directions: Please indicate the degree of your interest 
in the following list of services which could 
be further developed by an Audio-Visual Aids 
department. Be sure to check the proper column. Also, 
nlease insert under Remarks, specific individual needs which 
pertain to your field. Afthe end of the survey is extra 
space for calling attention to those points which this survey 
has not included. 
Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or 
Question 
Desire 
Immedi¬ 
ately 
(1946) 
Desire 
Eventu¬ 
ally 
(47-48) 
ested 
not Remarks 
Appli¬ 
cable 
1. A collection of 100 
anecdotes, stories or 
verbal illustrations per¬ 
taining to your grade or 
subject 
43 56 (99) 49 
2. A list of field trips 
divided by grade or 
subject, set up like a 
R.R. time table for your 
classes 
47 54(101) 37 
3. A list of W. Htfd Com¬ 
munity resources 
available on loan or re¬ 
quest 
67 53(120) 25 
4. A list of speakers 
willing to visit and 
give your class a short 
demonstration talk with 
models or other visual 
66 56(122) 25 
aids 
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Suggestion 
Question 
or Desire 
Immedi¬ 
ately 
(1946) 
5. A collection of 
samples of different 
materials, chemicals, 
woods, metals, cloth 
6. A list of industrial 
or scientific models 
and exhibits available or 
accessible from local 
concerns and other sources 
7. An up-to-date list of 
free printed material, 
graphic charts, maps and 
pictures available from 
government, or commercial 
or educational sources 
relating to your field 
8. A list of Visual Aid 
suggestions based upon 
your current textbook or 
unit 
9. A bibliography of col¬ 
lateral reading avail¬ 
able in your field pub¬ 
lished recently 
10. Monthly distribution 
of the latest educa¬ 
tional developments in 
digest or newsletter form 
11. A file of graphic mat¬ 
erial pasted on card¬ 
board and applicable to & 
correlated with your field 
12. A list of improvised 
aids used by your con¬ 
temporaries in W.Htfd and 
other outstanding systems 
Not 
Inter- 
Desire ested 
Eventu- not Remarks 
ally Appli- 
(47-48) cable 
30 46 (76) 62 
33 55 (88) 55 
79 50(129) 14 
84 51(135) 15 
70 56(126) 18 
58 56(114) 27 
37 69(106) 31 
66 66(132) 15 
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Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Immedi- Eventu- not 
ately ally Appli- 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
13. A series of charts or 
diagrams drawn up es- 25 41 (66) 69 
pecially to clarify abst¬ 
ract portions of your field 
14. A series of camera 
snapshots and enlarge¬ 
ments of outstanding work 20 62 (82) 57 
done by your students 
(kodachromes) 
15. Additional and special 
maps drawn to show 
special relationships not 20 
now obtainable or 
accessible 
38 (58) v 70 
16. A collection of records 
tailored to your course 64 54(118) 29 
17. Transcriptions of the 
best educational radio 
programs that may come now 
at an awkward hour for your 
present utilization 
18. A record player quickly 
available 
68(112) 
25 (80) 
34 
41 
19. A recording machine 
for your school; for 
recording superior student 
speeches, voices, or oral 
reports 
20. Recorded student re¬ 
ports to be used in 
other classes as the 
collection grows 
27 45 (72) 
4 41 (45) 
65 
91 
21. A workshop where you 
could make your own 
teaching aids with all 
necessary materials, 
equipment, guidance needed 
61 (76) 55 
Remarks 
64 
Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Immedi- Eventu- not 
ately ally Appli- 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
22. A teacher1s guide with 
each visual or audio 
aid you use 
23. Previews of films be¬ 
fore using 
24. Written summaries 
based on someone 
else1s preview 
25. More classroom use of 
motion pictures 
26. Dark curtains for 
your room 
or 
27. A special visual aids 
room (not the audit¬ 
orium) in your school 
67 64(131) 18 
63 44(107) 31 
39 50 (89) 44 
69 46(115) 26 
18 18 (36) 55 
38 45 (83) 36 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
A Visual Aids Commit¬ 
tee in your field 20 45 (65) 50 
or 
A Visual Aids Commit¬ 
tee in your school 21 31 (52) 52 
Quizzes based on films 
used in your school 38 40 (78) 52 
More motion pictures 85 38(123) 14 
More silent films 26 19 (45) 49 
More film strips 27 29 (56) 45 
More lantern slides 39 31 (70) 42 
More 3d dimension 
stereographs 
10 21 (31) 57 
Air age maps 28 20 (48) 52 
World globes 23 9 (32) 53 
Remarks 
65 
Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Immedi- Eventu- not 
ately ally Appli- 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
32. A sandtable on wheels 
available for the 
occasional teacher or 
pupil demonstration, or 
special constructions to 
give spatial concepts 
33. A short discussion of 
the latest audio¬ 
visual aids at each regu¬ 
lar teacher’s meeting 
or 
principals meeting 
34. Charts made to your 
special order, hand- 
lettered and in color 
13 21 (34) 81 
23 48 (71) 52 
19 44 (63) 57 
35. A dark room in your 
school for develop¬ 
ing your own and student 
films taken for educa¬ 
tional purposes 
36. Special instruction 
in how to run a: 
Motion Pic Projector 
Voice Recorder 
Other Equipment 
37. A larger teacher ref¬ 
erence section in 
your school library 
or 
38. More professional 
magazines 
(What ones?) 
39. A community survey of 
W. Htfd by students 
and teachers 
4 22 (26) 93 
48 39 (87) 40 
24 45 (69) 39 
22 33 (55) 32 
31 46 (77) 27 
17 25 (42) 35 
10 33 (43) 64 
Remarks 
66 4 
Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Immedi- Eventu- not 
ately ally Appli- 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
40. A school television 
set 14 63 (77) 43 
41. More use of radio 
broadcasts 36 50 (86) 43 
42. A dummy radio booth 
for student practice 
broadcasting 
7 33 (40) 83 
43. A file of radio scripts 
for school broadcasts 10 51 (61) 68 
44. A master schedule of 
all educational pro¬ 
grams being broadcasted 
sub-divided by grade 
45 54 (99) 27 
45. A floor plan of your 
school for your room 14 9 (23) 93 
46. More electrical out¬ 
lets for your room 21 21 (42) 80 
47. A portable radio 
quickly available 38 29 (67) 57 
48. Non-glare blackboards 48 54(102) 29 
49. Faint permanent rul¬ 
ing on all blackboards 
to improve student black¬ 
board writing and make 
graphs 
42 36 (78) 54 
50. Educational magazines 
most frequently read 21 37 (58) 17 
51. A Visual Aids Hand¬ 
book listing all the 
available equipment, dir¬ 
ections for use...based 
on what is now available 
78 55(133) 11 
within school system 
Remarks 
67 
Not 
Inter- 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Immedi- Eventu- not Remarks 
ately ally Appli 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
52. Special models 15 30 (45) 56 
53. What three audio or 
visual aids do you 
favor most for your grade 
Motion Pictures 64 
Still Slides 33 
Radio 32 
Records 31 
Mounted Pictures 26 
54. Mention several field 
trips your class has 
taken in recent years 
55. Mention several out¬ 
standing pupil activi¬ 
ties or constructions dur¬ 
ing the past two years 
56. From what sources do 
you obtain most of the 
graphic, pictorial and 
gratis material 
57. What equipment has 
given you difficulties 
while operating it? 
58. What is the title of 
the best film youfve 
seen in your grade or sub¬ 
ject field? 
59. What local agencies in 
W. Htfd have provided 
material or facilities for 
your students? 
60. What hobbles or coll- 
ections have provoked 
class discussion or prov¬ 
ided displays or exhibi¬ 
tions of value to your 
class activity? 
Questions 54 through 60: 
Results detailed in 
separate paragraph 
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Not 
Inter 
Suggestion or Desire Desire ested 
Question Iramedi- Eventu- not Remarks 
ately ally Appll- 
(1946) (47-48) cable 
61. What are some of the 
best slides used in 
your particular grade or 
subject field? 
62. Do you prefer silent 
to sound motion pic¬ 
tures for teaching pur¬ 
poses? 
63. What improvements 
could you suggest in 
present methods of using 
audio-visual aids? 
Questions 61 through 63: 
Results detailed in 
separate paragraph 
Please use the space below to add any pertinent information 
you think valuable to a Director of Audio-Visual aids. 
General comments, ideas and. opinions are welcomed and will be 
used for the benefit of all. 
Name 
Grade or 
Subject Field_School 
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Results of the The previous pages have Indicated 
Teaching Aid Survey 
' the numerical vote recorded for each 
question and suggestion. The total vote varies and seldom 
equals the 178 teachers who received surveys. All surveys 
were not returned and those that were did not have each 
question checked. 
The figure in parenthesis is the sum total of those ex¬ 
pressing interest and is provided for purposes of comparison 
with those who were not interested or who felt the suggest¬ 
ion was not applicable to their field. Some general conclu¬ 
sions can be drawn from the degree of interest shown. All 
sixty-three suggestions do not need to be discussed because 
many are self-evident. A few will be taken up here in order 
to develop the right interpretation. 
One comment which might have been expected from the 
teachers was the repeated remark, "Lack of time prevents 
this11. On the whole, however, the large degree of interest 
in most of the suggestions reflects what a tremendous job 
the department of audio-visual aids can do if it can only 
provide the teachers with sources, or materials, which a 
busy schedule now makes difficult. Teachers have always 
been over-worked because they have had to do everything 
themselves or it Just wasn't done. A department of audio¬ 
visual aids can certainly be of great assistance in prevent¬ 
ing the duplication of effort, which is now so frequently 
found in school systems, when many different teachers write 
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for free literature or samples. 
In Question 7, the large proportion of teachers, 129 
in all, who were interested in an up-to-date list of 
materials shows that many would be perfectly willing to 
utilize what is now available if only they knew where to go 
or how to get such material. 
Proof that much of the present audio-visual aid mater¬ 
ial is not satisfactorily correlated with the courses of 
study within the curriculum, resides in the results of 
Question 8 which suggested a list of visual aids based upon 
current textbook or unit. 135 teachers desired this com¬ 
pared to only fifteen who were not interested. 
In Question 10, favorable reaction, 114 to 27, to the 
suggested monthly distribution of a digest or newsletter 
on latest education developments reveals how hungry teachers 
are for information that they can obtain without having to 
wade through much extraneous matter. 
Curiosity in what other teachers have done is natural, 
but the example outstanding teachers set and the results 
they accomplish with their methods, materials and equipment, 
should be publicized. There is too much over-modesty to 
the detriment of the school system. Question 12, suggest¬ 
ing a list of improvisations used by contemporary teachers 
brought out a marked degree of interestj 132 were, 15 were 
not interested. 
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Question 16 which offered a collection of records 
correlated to the course, revealed a surprising degree of 
interest in the use of records in the classroom as evident 
in the returns of 188 interested to 29 who were not. 
Transcriptions of radio programs also proved popular 
to the extent of 112 to 34. 
Proof that certain suggestions were ahead of their time 
is revealed in Question 20 which suggests recorded student 
reports on records for use in succeeding classes. This was 
negatively received with only forty-five expressing interest 
against ninety-one who were not interested. 
Sufficient teachers seem interested to make the estab¬ 
lishing of a workshop worthwhile. Seventy-six, or almost 
half the staff, indicated interest. 
Teacher1s guides are not adequately supplied at present 
according to the 131 who want them. 
Concensus of opinion points to the desirability of 
using motion pictures more frequently within the classroom, 
115 to 26, yet curiously enough only thirty-six desired 
dark curtains to make it possible compared to fifty-five 
who were not interested. This might be interpreted by 
outsiders to mean that these fifty-five had dark curtains, 
but such is not the case as few individual classrooms in 
the West Hartford system are so equipped. 
Teachers scented additional work when they reported 
so evenly on Questions 27 and 28. They preferred, however, 
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a visual aids committee in their field, 65 to 50, to a 
.eeneral committee in their school, 52 to 52. 
Thirty elementary teachers want sandtables and at least 
four secondary teachers want them too. The word sandtable 
ilHS unfortunately a connotation of primary or elementary work. 
Most teachers wanted a discussion of audio-visual aids 
at their meetings but not unless there was a special develop¬ 
ment, Sporadic but not regular discussion would apparently 
prove more desirable. 
Small interest was shown in a photographic dark room, 
especially in the elementary schools. This reveals a number 
of things, one of which is the small number of teachers who 
have a natural interest in photography. In teachers* 
colleges, however, the growing popularity of a course in 
photography for teachers attests to the fact that the trend 
is for it, despite the particular local reaction in West 
Hartford. Perhaps a locally given course in photography 
for teachers would help change the minds of some of them. 
Special instruction in audio-visual equipment proved 
greatly desired and ranged from motion picture projector, 
voice recorder, to the record player. 
A third of the staff was interested in a school tele¬ 
vision set and more use of radio broadcasts. 
Forty-two teachers wanted more electrical outlets for 
their rooms and 102 wanted non-glare blackboards. 
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Highest interest of all was expressed in an audio¬ 
visual handbook for West Hartford. 133,teachers wanted 
that, seventy-eight for next fall. 
Professional reading tastes of the West Hartford 
teachers are broadly inclusive of many different educational 
publications. The following is a list of all magazines men¬ 
tioned as most frequently read: 
1. American Artist 18, Educational Screen (Only 
2. American Child Visual Aids mag. mentioned) 
3. Balance Sheet 19. Forecast for Home Economists 
4. Business Education World 20. Grade Teacher 
5. Bulletin for Secondary Principals 21. Gregg Writer 
6. Conn. State Teacher Association 22. Instructor 
7. Clearing House 
8. Childrens Activities 
9. Classroom Teacher 
10. Child Life 
11. Educational Digest 
12. Educational Method 
13. Etude 
14. Educational Music 
23. M.E.N.C. 
24. The Mathematics Teacher 
25. N.E.A. Journal (most popular) 
26. National Education 
27. National Geographic 
28. Normal Instructor 
29. Primary Education 
30. Progressive Education 
15. Elementary School Journal 31. School Arts 
16. Education 32. Scientific Arts 
17. Elementary English Review 33. School Life 
34. Teachers Digest 
These are the magazines the teachers particularly want the 
school department to subscribe to: 
1. Art News 
2. Art Instructor 
3. Air Age Publications 
4. Everyday Arts 
5. English Journal 
6. Grade Teacher 
11. Modern Language Journal 
12. Printer’s Ink 
13. Saturday Review of Literature 
14. Spanish Magazines 
15. Scholastic Coach 
16. Social Studies 
?! KthTfgfloal Education 17! See & Hear (New Visual Aids 
8. Junior Activities «J£S5? iStl 
9. Journal of-Geography 18. Teacher 
10. Journal of Elementary Ed. 19. The Drawing Teacn. 
20. The Instructor 
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Questions 53 through 63 were answered so specifically 
in most cases, that only a listing of results separately 
from the actual survey form can adequately cover this section. 
The three most favored audio-visual aids proved to be 
tne motion pictures, slides and the radio with recordings 
almost equal to the radio in popularity. Statistical prefer- 
ence was: 
Cinema 96 
Slides 33 
Radio 32 
Recordings 31 
Field trips listed under Question 54 ranged from the 
usual community visits to stores, public departments, and 
parks all the way to tours to Canada, trips out of state 
to New York museums and one Latin American tour. 
Most unusual student constructions or activities 
reported were model volcanoes and glaciers, miniature movjss, 
a clock shop, letters to the Phillipine Islands, and a 
Chinese Dragon. 
Most frequently used sources of materials were the 
Connecticut Food & Dairy Council, the libraries, magazine 
advertisements, travel agencies and Coco Cola. 
The motion picture projector and its sound control gave 
more difficulties, although the slide projectors and record 
players were also mentioned. 
More than fifty different films were mentioned as best, 
Walt Disney*s South of the Border, The River, The Erpi 
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Community Helper Films, Yale Chronicles, a French film 
entitled Trip to the Sky" shown at the Children’s Museum, 
and most of the films owned by West Hartford. 
The two local agencies mentioned almost unanimously 
were the library and the Children’s Museum. 
War souvenirs, fishing flies, Scottish clothing, ancient 
armour, collections of leaves, nests, coins, stamps, rocks, 
butterflies, Indian relics, stuffed animals, Chinese articles 
were a few of the hobbies or collections which have provoked 
class discussion. 
The West Hartford kodachrome slides were considered the 
best of all the slides; slides on remedial reading, The Nile, 
Growth of a Frog, the Keystone slide series, and those 
provided by the Connecticut Food and Dairy Council were 
mentioned repeatedly. 
There was an almost unanimous preference for the sound 
film, although some teachers thought the commentary was 
frequently too fast or vocabulary too difficult for the 
younger children to grasp. 
Film previews, teacher guides, follow-up quizzes, more 
correlation of aids to courses, and more visual material 
keyed to the primary levels represented most of the improve¬ 
ments suggested as desirable by the teachers. 
Other suggestions Included delivery service for visual 
materials, special audio-visual aids room in the school, 
teacher workshop, summaries of films for advance use of teacher 
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Where to Begin These suggestions are intended to serve 
as a guide, not as rigid requirements. 
Much student effort can be utilized; neighborhood donations 
can be requested to supplement the limitations of the school 
budget. When the administrator first begins, it is necessary 
to have concrete plans for an audio-visual aids department 
and its program. Theory must be thoroughly applicable or 
laid aside in favor of realistic solutions. Consideration 
must be given to location, space, equipment, materials, 
personnel, transportation, programming and matters of policy. 
The suggestions which follow are based primarily on the 
specific situation which exists in the West Hartford system. 
Wherever parallel circumstances are comparable in other 
school systems, the solutions offered for West Hartford may 
apply. In actual practice it is to be expected that many 
modifications will undoubtedly be made. 
Location The department of audio-visual aids should be 
located on the ground floor or basement of a 
secondary school geographically central; and equipped with 
an adequate workshop that will permit various and diverse 
construction of teaching aid materials. 
The frequent necessity of transporting projectors and 
other heavy equipment makes it undesirable to locate on the 
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upper floors. The basement location, if chosen, should be 
free from dampness. 
Space Depending upon the diversity of the work to be 
done by the Director, the space should permit the 
installation of office facilities, storage of materials and 
equipment, and a preview room with adjacent facilities for 
teacher-training in the use of equipment. As this will 
usually be done in very small groups, a moderate amount of 
space is sufficient. An ideal room would probably be about 
twice as large as the ordinary classroom. 
Equipment Ordinary office furnishings, i.e., desk, 
and Materials 
typewriter, filing cabinet, are among the 
first essentials. Film storage racks, slide and film strip 
cabinets, wall shelves, small library facilities, carpenter1 s 
tools, construction materials, adhesives and paint should 
be available. Specialized equipment for film splicing, re¬ 
winding, editing, viewing are highly desirable. A minimum 
of $50 per semester, for the first year, should be estab¬ 
lished as a petty cash fund out of which books and small 
office incidentals could be purchased quickly without the 
necessity for requisitional delays. The books would become 
a special reference library available to principals, and 
teachers. 
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Proposed One-room Audio-Visual Aids Department 
t 
Arrangement modified as necessary to allow for doors & windows 
26 folding chairs 
4 desk chairs 
1 film storage cabinet 
1 work shelf for repair and maintenance 
1 large storage cabinet with lock 
2 four drawer office files 
1 office desk 
1 typing desk 
1 drafting table and equipment 
2 racks for holding large rolls of paper 
(church-supper size) 
1 layout table 
1 portable screen 
1 wire recorder 
1 record player, 2 speed turn-table 
1 projector, film strip 
1 projector, slide 
1 sound motion picture projector 
wall shelves to suit 
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Setting up an One of the details of the department of 
Information File 
Audio-visual Aids will be the proper 
filing of printed matter and pertinent information which will 
arrive in a constant stream from commercial producers, edu¬ 
cational institutions, and local, domestic and foreign gov¬ 
ernmental agencies. This material needs to be filed so that 
it will be readily accessible and simple to maintain. 
If the latest material is placed in the front of each 
folder, and the habit is formed of removing from the rear 
of the folder out-of-date material at the same time the new 
is filed, this simple process will keep the files from over¬ 
crowding too rapidly. 
Desirable The actual physical file will probably 
Sub-Divisions 
start out as a single standard four drawer 
metal cabinet which should contain at least the following 
information: 
West Hartford School Department 
List of Public School Department Employees 
List of Schools and their Addresses 
School Statistics (Attendance, No. of Rooms, etc.) 
Elementary Course of Study Outline 
Secondary Course of Study Outline 
Extra-curricula activities of each School 
Master-list of all Audio-visual Equipment on Hand 
Detailed List of Audio-visual Materials on Hand 
Community Resources 
Historical Data 
Names and Addresses of P.T.A. Presidents 
Audio-Visual Catalogues and Information 
Special Equipment (Projectors,Amplifyers, Screens) 
Free Material 
Rental Materials 
Materials for Purchase Only 
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Audio-Visual Reports and Recommendations 
West Hartford 
Others 
Excerpts from Professional Magazines 
Teacher Guides for use of equipment or materials 
Evaluation of Materials and Equipment 
List of Who*s Who in Audio-Visual Education 
Agencies and Sources 
Commercial 
College 
Industrial 
Governmental 
Foreign 
Schedules and Programs 
Films and Slides 
Radio (Classroom use and local station participation; 
Use of Recordings and Transcriptions 
Student Operators 
Teacher-Training and Instruction 
There are, of course, others which will be added but these 
are to be considered as basic. 
Personnel A new, one-man department will have to do 
everything in the beginning. This means that 
the efforts of one particular individual are going to be 
spread, very thin over twelve schools requiring attention in 
all areas of audio-visual education. Naturally emphasis 
will have to be placed first on urgent needs. The minimum 
of assistance necessary will be clerical, although no full¬ 
time secretary will be needed until the department has 
grown to balanced proportions. Continuous contacts, orders 
and correspondence will be going through the mails. A 
part-time typist will be essential who may be drawn from 
the student body. 
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The hiring of a projectionist part-time or full time is 
an eventuality, but here in the beginning, use can be made 
of student operators. There should be some arrangement for 
reimbursement for both student typists and student operators 
if this work involves an unusual sacrifice of personal time. 
For example, if and when public school equipment is used at 
night, this is an over-time service and it is only reasonable 
that payment should be made for extra services rendered. 
A combination artist and craftsman will be an invaluable 
addition to a teaching aids workshop, where he could act both 
as creator and/or counselor to teachers who wish to make 
their own materials. The art department can be of great 
assistance in this respect. 
For reliable distribution, a school messenger service 
should also be considered. Rental films and other audio¬ 
visual materials will be more certain to arrive at specified 
times and places and this same Individual should handle the 
wrapping and mailing of these rented items. 
Thus, if we look into the future development of an 
adequate audio-visual department it will probably contain 
the following personnel eventually: 
1 Director / Supervisor / Instructor 
1 Secretarial Assistant 
1 Projectionist and Film Librarian 
1 Artist / Craftsman 
1 Inter-school Messenger 
with transportation 
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Transportation A separate round trip to each of the 
groups of schools in West Hartford adds 
up to more than thirty miles of travel. This is a fact to 
be considered in setting up inter-school delivery service. 
The present transportation utilized is that of the mainten¬ 
ance department, but school maintenance naturally comes be¬ 
fore the delivery of school supplies unless they are most 
urgent. Even then, the maintenance men are usually working 
in a particular school so that it is inadvisable to pull 
one of them off the job to make a delivery. Future plans 
should certainly include an inter-school messenger and 
delivery service of some kind. The very growth and efficiency 
of a centralized training aids department requires it and 
depends upon it. 
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Recapitulation In Chapter V the physical nature of set¬ 
ting up an audio-visual department was 
considered and most of the important factors discussed. At 
i 
this point we have a clearer idea of where to begin, where to 
locate, what space will be needed, what equipment and material 
are minimum essentials. We have a blueprint of a one room 
department, an elaboration of the desirable divisions and 
sub-divisions of a filing system, a list of personnel event¬ 
ually to be needed and a discussion of transportation. 
In Chapter VI we are going to take up some, but not all, 
of the phases of Programming and Policy. 
Programming The first year*s program of a new Director 
includes a large amount of orientation of 
procedures, policies and personalities. The following areas 
should be programmed rather specifically: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Film Program 
Radio Program 
Classroom use ^ ^ 
School participation in local stations 
ranscription Program 
2cording of Student Activity 
sacher-training Program 
Instruction in use of Equipment 
Illustrated lectures 
Informational Bulletins 
ublication of Newsworthy School 
Activities of an Audio-Visual Nature 
eneral Consultation, Routing, 
qnhedulin£ and Administration 
valuation of Materials and Use of Equipment 
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An example of some programming already accomplished for 
the 1946-47 school year appears on the next four pages. 
On page 87 is a copy of the letter which was sent to all 
members of the Hall Senior High School Department Heads or 
teaching staff. This letter was promotional and informational. 
Pages 88 and 89 contain a list of the suggested films 
which were made up of a film catalogue sampling. They are 
supposed to be in most cases an example of a specific 
teaching film rather than merely an orientation film of 
only general educational value. Capitalized headings indi¬ 
cate subject field. Department Heads and/or Teachers are 
supposed to investigate for themselves the film catalogues 
and other sources available. The suggested titles were 
offered simply to reveal what a large variety of teaching 
films are available in practically every subject field and 
curriculum area. 
Page 90 contains a sample of the requisition form 
which has been simplified somewhat over previous forms and 
includes a chance for individuals to request special in¬ 
struction in the use of a motion picture projector. 
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Subject: 1946-47 Film Program 
All Department Heads and Teachers 
William Hall High School 
The success of next yearfs film program depends upon the 
careful selection of films appropriate to your subject field. 
This can be done efficiently only by you. Procedure is the 
same as last year. If the films chosen are to be scheduled 
to fit into your course at the proper time, they must be 
requisitioned by you not later than Thursday, May 30th, 
(Send requisitions to Mr. Fred Herzig.) 
It is extremely desirable that each Department Head and 
in many cases, the teachers themselves visit the high school 
library and examine two special catalogues which list approx¬ 
imately 5,000 films. One is the Educator^ G-uide to Free 
Films, August 1945 Edition, containing more than 1,500 free 
films. The other is the Educational Film G-uide, June 1945 
Edition, including nearly 3,500 rental films. Just ask Miss 
Wadstrup. 
Results will show themselves next year, but your cooper¬ 
ation and active Interest are urgently needed now. The dead¬ 
line is May 30th, Thursday. 
To start you off, one film title for your subject field 
is suggested, but this represents only a sample taken from 
the large total available. Be sure to include the necessary 
details on your requisition, i.e., Film Title, Week/date 
wanted, and Catalogue & Page No. 
-' -5-2- Thank you 
Fred Herzig 
Richard Morton 
Audio Visual Aids 
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List of Suggested Films 
These titles are suggestions only. They have not been 
requisitioned. Fill in the Week/Date column, if you desire 
any of these films, otherwise refer to the two film cata¬ 
logues lin the library and choose at least four films to 
allow for cancellations. 
Film Title Remarks Page Number Week/Date 
s “ & Catalogue Wanted 
ART Making a Mural N. J.H. S. students p. 121, Ed. 
at work; Silent G-uide to 
Color, 15 minutes Free Films 
Craftwork: Weaving,Carving, p 55 above 
Handicrafts of India Modelling; 
Sound, 10 minutes 
ADVERTISING & SELLING 
These Changing Times Merchandise p 39 above 
Display & Selling 
BUSINESS LAW 
Life in Sometown, USA Obsolete laws, p 159 Ed. 
discussion pro- Film G 
motor, 12 min., 
sound rental 
OFFICE PRACTICE 
Motion Study-Letter 
Indexing 
Filing Procedures p 39, Ed. 
Sound 11 minutes Guide to 
Free Films 
ENGLISH 
English Grammar Subject, Verb, Ed. Film G 
Object; Silent p 178 
Color, 13 minutes 
FRENCH 
Vocation Des Mains Quebec Handicraft p 57, Ed. 
Commentary in Guide to 
French; Sound Free Films 
Color,- 30 minutes 
GERMAN 
German Rural Life Villages, Handi- p 374, Ed. 
crafts; Silent Film G. 
12 minutes 
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Film Title Remarks Page Number 
- . & Catalogue 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Clothing Weaving, Printing p 39, Ed, 
Facts About Fabrics Dyeing; Sound Guide to 
26 minutes Free Films 
Sewing 
Thread of Fashion 
Illustrates sew- p 39, above 
ing technique 
Sound, 18 minutes 
Cooking 
**Donlt Blame it 
the Oven11 
Baking hints, 
on measurements 
Sound, Color 
19 minutes 
p 40, above 
MACHINE SHOP , _c . 
Metal Working Lathe For beginning p 52, above 
operators; Sound 
20 minutes 
MECHANICAL DRAWING 
Introduction to 
Mechanical Drawing 
Procedure for P 343, Ed. 
beginner; Silent Film Guide 
20 minutes 
WOODWORKING 
"Elementary Manual 
Training*1 
Use of saw,plane, p 333, Ed. 
nails,glue,stain, Film Guide 
hinging,coping 
saw; Silent or 
Sound, 10 minutes 
Week/Date 
Wanted 
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PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE THIS REQUISITION 
Choose your film selections from 1. Educator*s Guide to Free 
, . . Films 
ONLY 16MM, ONLY 16MM! or 2• Educational Film Guide 
3. Last Year*s Film Schedule 
Film Title Remarks Catalogue & Week/Date 
Page Number Wanted 
I want personal instruction on how Preferred 
Hour for 
to run a motion picture projector. Instruction 
N ame_ Subj e c t__ 
Preferred Hour 
Room Number_____«/or _ 
PLEASE RETURN THIS REQUISITION TO MR* HERZIG- BEFORE 
THURSDAY, MAY 30TH 
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Suggested Teacher- There are several different phases to 
Training Program 
a teacher-training program which are 
very important.. They include learning how to run special 
equipment, for example, Recorders, Projectors, Record Play¬ 
ers; acquiring special techniques, i.e., developing film, 
producing school movies, directing the production of radio 
scripts and scenarios; and always professional improvement 
which means lectures, correspondence courses, summer sessions, 
specialized travel and reading. Certainly any Director 
should consider the needs evident in a school system and 
then provide the services which will first of all help the 
teachers. No available equipment, mediums or materials 
can replace the teacher, nor are they intended to. The 
use of anything depends upon familiarity so it is going to 
be necessary to familiarize the teaching staff with the 
techniques of the equipment within the system. The tech¬ 
nique of using audio-visual materials likewise has to be 
cultivated and this is where a large amount of missionary 
work will have to be done. 
Posters can remind and publicize the use of audio¬ 
visual aids, but many teachers will want to construct and 
arrange their own teaching aids. Thus a workshop should be 
provided, with space, tools, supplies and assistance. Audio¬ 
visual aids which help teach the teachers are worth the 
investment of time and money involved and a multiplicity of 
benefits will accrue to the system as a whole. Films 
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showing teaching techniques, the use of a projector, demon¬ 
strating the field trip and museum materials all will help 
focus the attention of the most important member of the 
school department, the teacher, upon possibilities and 
potentialities. 
A teacher-training program divides itself into several 
parts which include: 
Handling and Running Special Equipment such as: 
Cameras 
Recorders 
Record Players 
Projectors 
Film Developing 
Special Techniques 
Constructing Audio-visual Aids 
Producing Radio Scripts or Scenarios 
Directing Plays 
Producing School Movies 
Professional Improvement 
Readings 
Lectures 
Correspondence Courses 
Summer Courses 
Sabbatical Study 
Travel 
Publicizing Audio-Visual The Director of Audio-Visual 
Aids Within the School 
System__ Aids should promote usage by 
posters placed prominently in the teachers1 conference rooms. 
It is suggested that a series of posters (weekly or 
monthly) be run as reminders. Directly below the poster 
would be the latest list of aids and materials available for 
teacher use; with a mail box into which any teacher desiring 
special charts, pictures, or audio-visual information could 
drop a request. The following page illustrates a sample poster. 
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M^.ters-of Policy This is always the most difficult of 
subjects to be discussed, but it is 
absolutely essential that certain basic policies be estab¬ 
lished. 
These questions will arise and will have to have an 
answer. The philosophy of the West Hartford system is pro¬ 
gressive, forward-looking and alert to new opportunity. As 
a result of this philosophy, what can be expected? The 
development of a department of audio-visual aids will take 
the direction of highest efficiency and simplest routine. 
In the long run, centralization of equipment and 
materials may develop. This will be practical, however, 
only when a fully staffed department is functioning which 
can answer the innumerable demands which will be placed 
upon it. The smaller the personnel of an audio-visual 
department, the more Important it is for centralization 
not to be attempted. 
The staff-less Director will be dependent upon other 
individuals and committees for the extension and applica¬ 
tion of most of the audio-visual program. The matter of 
committees is the next point to be taken up. 
Committees * Committees are essential to the proper dev¬ 
elopment of an Audio-Visual program within 
a school system. The duties of the members will be three¬ 
fold: 
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1. Selection, Correlation and Evaluation of 
Audio-visual materials and equipment used. 
2. Dissemination of general audio-visual 
information and specialized developments. 
3. Assistance and instruction in the proper 
use of audio-visual materials and equipment 
There should be two committees in the Elementary Schools, 
one to cover the Kindergarten and Primary grades 1, 2, and 3; 
and the second to cover the Intermediate grades 4, 5, and 6. 
The Elementary School Supervisor, Principals and the 
Director would be ex-officio members acting only as consult¬ 
ants and advisors. 
For West Hartford, this means two committees of eight 
members. The smaller schools may feel that one staff member 
is sufficient to cover both Primary and Intermediate.* This 
is a matter for each school to consider and decide. 
In the Secondary Schools, it is more difficult to 
choose just how the committees should be set up. The subject 
areas seem to provide a practical basis except that one 
committee for both junior and senior high schools containing 
representatives from all areas becomes unwieldy in size. 
When all these separate areas have been sifted, they appear 
to fall into the usual departmental arrangement found in most 
junior and senior high schools. Thus there should be 
representatives of these secondary curriculum areas. 
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1. English Language 
2. Foreign Language 
5. Social Studies 
6. Commercial Subjects 
7. Industrial and Creative Art 3. Mathematics 
4, Science 8. Home Economics 
We find that it would be more advisable to have two separate 
committees in the Secondary schools, one for the Junior High 
grades 7, 8 and 9 and one for the Senior High School, grades 
10, 11, and 12. Thus we will have a team of four audio¬ 
visual committees providing adequate coverage within the 
school system. Approximately thirty-two out of 190 principals 
and teachers, or about ten percent of the staff, will have a 
finger in the audio-visual "pie”. All curriculum areas and 
all schools will have some one or two representatives to 
withdraw any ‘■plums11 that may be found. Ten percent is not 
too large a proportion for audio-visual missionary work. 
An organizational chart on the above-mentioned basis 
will look something like this: 
Director of Audio-Visual 
Education_ 
1 member from each 
Primary Committee 
of eight schools 
1 member from each 
of eight schools 
intermediate Committee 
1 member from each 
Sr. H.S.• Committee 
Jr. H.S. Committee 
1 member from each 
of eight currlc areas 
of eight currlc areas 
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Other Policies Permission for the use of audio-visual 
equipment outside the schools will be 
eagerly requested by many of the social agencies and clubs 
of the community. A definite policy laid down by the school 
board or Superintendent is the wisest support that can be 
given to the Director. It seems indiscreet to loan expensive 
equipment like motion picture projectors costing nearly $500 
outside the schools. Public use of the equipment outside 
the schools can be discouraged by making it less portable. 
Projectors fastened to a rolling table are portable within 
the school, but not removable from the school. This plan 
will make it easier to say, “no11 when organizations make 
their requests. Of course, equipment that has been purchased 
by the P.T.A. does not belong to the school system and can¬ 
not be loaned without P.T.A. permission. This provides 
another diplomatic way of brushing aside, gently but firmly, 
the sometimes unreasonable requests of community groups. The 
overall picture would be improved by a policy of making a 
reasonable charge for use of the school facilities within 
the schools and not permitting special equipment to be re¬ 
moved. In this way, expensive repairs and unfortunate mis¬ 
understandings can be avoided once and for all. 
A new Director is likely to oe given a free hand——— 
that is desirable-but certain policies should be set up to 
guide him. In regard to newsworthy items that deserve publi¬ 
cation, what procedure will serve to check and approve yet 
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not delay them? To what extent can the Director participate 
In staff meetings? On what level lies his authority? Is It 
to be equal to or greater than the teachers, the principals? 
To what degree has he the right to call special audio-visual 
meetings? Will it be understood that he should be invited 
to meetings on curriculum development? Is it perfectly all 
right for him to visit individual classes to supervise the 
use of, but not necessarily to run, audio-visual equipment? 
In laying down policy rules for the organization of the 
audio-visual department and the use of the equipment and 
materials, should these policies all be routed through the 
Superintendents office for, or can they go directly to, 
the schools? Can the Director appoint committees? and if 
so, whose approval is desirable? 
The answers to all these questions have to come from 
the Superintendent who should see to it that the whole 
school staff should understand that there will be no attempt 
on the part of the Director to usurp authority or exert 
undue control. All these matters of policy are important 
and should not necessarily Just “grow like Topsy" without a 
uniform policy plan because misunderstandings will grow 
Just as fast as Topsy. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Desirable References The rich background of a few basic 
texts by well-known audio-visual 
educators is bound to stimulate new thoughts, on the part of 
the reader. While I have neither quoted nor copied from out¬ 
side texts, they have proved valuable motivators in my study 
of the West Hartford system. 
Let me make it quite clear at this point, however, that 
most of the thoughts and plans contained in this study are 
the product of my own analyses and observations. They 
represent the present considered judgement of a student of 
audio-visual education and are based on all that I have 
assimilated and synthesized from educational courses taken, 
conferences attended, interviews held, committee reports 
digested, and omnivorous reading accomplished. 
This list of desirable readings makes no attempt to be 
all inclusive or even perfectly balanced. It simply records 
my opinion as to the basic texts and minimum references 
essential to the library of every audio-visual educator. 
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McKeown & Roberts Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction 
Dent Audio-Visual Handbook 
Brunstetter 
< 
How to Use the Educational Sound Film 
Cincinnati, Curric¬ 
ulum Bulletin No 112 
Visual Aids Handbook 
Elsbree, Halsey 
& Elsbree 
The Teacher’s Handbook 
Hoban & Hoban Visualizing the Curriculum 
Lane The Progressive Elementary School 
Wesley Teaching the Social Studies (Chap. 28) 
Saucier Theory and Practice in the Elementary 
School (Appendix II and III) 
Burton Guidance of Learning Activities 
English & 
Stratemeyer 
Selection and Organization of Materials 
of Instruction (pp. 147-149) 
Virginia State Dept, 
of Education 
Instructional Materials for Virginia 
Public Schools 
U.S. Office 
of Education 
Sources of Visual Aids for Use in Schools 
# 
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Ideas for Improvements 
1. Compile a list of students arranged geographically so 
that reports on places students had lived could be ma.de 
to social studies, geography, home ec., etc, classes. 
Foods, habits, customs, quaint sayings, clothing styles 
could be reported by students having seen them to students 
who haven*t. 
In cooperation with other school systems, students could 
be borrowed who were outstandingly interesting in their 
presentation of such reports, for examole, Miss Jane 
Willis from Alaska, who is a student of Wethersfield 
High School. 
2. Circulate summaries of Visual Aid Committee reports from 
other institutions doing research and exchange useful ideas. 
3. Develop a film depository for the Connecticut Valley. 
This is a cooperative proposition in which films owned 
by adjacent and neighboring school systems are pooled 
and used under a joint scheduling through a central 
office called a film depository. 
4. West Hartford should have its own broadcasting studio with 
a short range covering no more than metropolitan Hartford 
and for limited times. Classes in various subjects should 
be broadcast on schedule for the sick and shu*t~in students. 
If this were not feasible through the West Hartford system, 
perhaps a plan operated over Hartford commercial radio 
stations could be proposed. Also, for out of school youth. 
A community study needed of out of school youth, educa¬ 
tional facilities, etc. 
5. With the help of the art department, have all unnumbered 
school rooms numbered in a uniform manner, prominently 
displayed for the use of strangers. 
6. Place floor maps in seventh grade Junior High School 
and tenth grade Senior High School home rooms for 
11 freshman” students. 
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Tips on Getting Money Lack of specific provision in many 
for Audio-visual Aids 
school budgets makes it very 
difficult to obtain the proper equipment. Most good projectors, 
record players and recorders are expensive to require special 
approval of the school board if purchased outside the usual 
budget requirements. This is especially true of those school 
systems which require board approval of expenditures higher 
than $100. Some boards are more stringent and set a lower 
maximum. 
West Hartford has made specific provision for audio¬ 
visual expenditures, but these hints may prove valuable: 
1. At the end of the school year, check the unused 
funds allocated to other functions and request a 
specific amount for a specific visual aid. Best 
source will be the truancy or substitute teacher 
allowance accounts. 
2. Occasionally the general funds will have a surplus, 
if not, examine any endowments that have been made. 
3. Seek financial donations from community organiza¬ 
tions which have already shown an Interest in the 
schools, or promote interest in clubs not pre¬ 
viously interested by making them more familiar 
with school needs. 
4. Demonstrate the value of specific audio-visual aids 
before the school board. Back up the demonstration 
with black and white statistics to prove the value 
in other systems. 
5. Include audio-visual facilities in every school 
blue print. School committees usually pass these 
willingly. 
6. Use monetary prizes won by the school and promote 
student activity to accomplish this. 
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Afhat the Community and The next five pages contain a 
the School Staff Can Do 
summarization of what the various 
groups within and without the school system can accomplish 
to assist and promote the progressive development of an audio¬ 
visual education program. 
Five groups have been considered: 
1. Teachers 
2. Principals 
3. School Superintendents 
4. Board of Education 
5. Parent-Teacher1s Association 
There are other groups which might have been included, 
but it was felt that these are representative of those 
community groups with the highest direct interest in what 
goes on in the schools. 
Naturally, the churches, social organizations and 
commercial agencies can and should do their part to help the 
educational program, but what help may come from these 
sources is really an extra dividend not to be depended upon 
nor expected to a large degree. 
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What Classroom Teachers Can Do 
Because Audio-Visual Aids are only as good as their 
interpreter, each teacher should: 
1. Attempt to be familiar with all audio-visual 
equipment used in the school 
2. Utilize all curriculum enrichment materials 
that more closely approach reality 
3. Take advantage of opportunities to improve 
teaching technique that uses audio-visual aids 
4. Ash or requisition boldly for what they really 
need in materials and equipment to do the job 
5. Accept willingly membership on an Audio- 
Visual Committee 
6. Analyze present teaching methods, ashing, 
11 Am I up-to-date?” 
7. Cooperate with the Director of Audio-Visual 
Aids in use of equipment, foresighted schedules, 
and attending teacher-training meetings 
What the Principal Can Do 
If the Audio-Visual Aid program is to develop along 
the right road each principal should: 
1. Study his school situation and remove the 
difficulties which prevent more active audio¬ 
visual participation by his teachers 
2. Prepare a list of his immediate needs 
3. Anticipate future needs 
4. Keep his teachers perpetually conscious of the 
need for continuous use of teaching aids 
5* Plan far enough ahead so that schedules will 
be known in advance by all concerned 
6. Work out student-operator-team schedules 
7. Include frequent visual aid discussions in 
teacher meetings 
8. Back up the Audio-Visual Director in all 
reasonable requests 
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What the School Superintendent Can Do 
With regard to the Audio-Visual program, the superin¬ 
tendent of Schools should take advantage of opportunities to: 
1. Promote reciprocal pooling of visual materials 
with other school systems (Film Depository idea) 
2. Encourage principals and teachers already showing 
initiative in using audio-visual aids; and make 
helpful suggestions to those not active 
3. Reserve time for a discussion of audio-visual 
aids in at least one staff meeting each semester 
4. Promote the expanded use of audio-visual aids 
to the Board of Education by arranging for 
demonstrations of latest equipment by his Director 
5. Formulate and support policies which protect the 
Director from excessive requests from outside. 
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What the Board of Education Can Do 
When considering the Audio-Visual program of the schools, 
members of the Board of Education should: 
1. Examine audio-visual needs of the schools 
realistically 
2. Consider schools an investment from which the 
whole community benefits 
3. Support the right of every student to have the 
audio-visual experiences necessary for fullest 
mental and physical development 
4* Cooperate in flexible budgeting that permits 
sensible diversion of surplus funds for desirable 
audio-visual equipment 
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What the P.T.A. Can Do 
The Audio-Visual program in the schools will improve 
only as the people help it to improve. The P.T.A. should: 
1. Keep informed about modern educational trends 
2. Offer constructive suggestions to the Board 
of Education 
3. Insist on adequate funds being made available 
to the schools by an up-to-date tax adminis¬ 
tration program 
4. Extend its membership and thus its influence 
5. Raise money for purchase of audio-visual 
materials not authorized by school board 
6. Donate special equipment needed Immediately 
and not obtainable from school funds because 
of legislative restrictions 
7. Exert pressure for revision of school laws 
which retard progressive growth of the school 
Present instructional programs to parents and 
teachers through the medium of audio-visual 
aids 
8. 
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Conclusions Whereas there is at present no single person 
whose full-time attention is devoted to 
guiding and developing an audio-visual program in West Hartford; 
and whereas repeated interviews with twelve West Hartford 
school principals revealed specific needs for audio-visual pro¬ 
gramming; and whereas a survey of the teaching staff of 178 
persons revealed detailed needs for materials to enrich the 
classroom curriculum; and whereas a sampling of student opinion 
revealed changes desired in the choice of visual material; and 
whereas an examination of the courses of study offered in the 
West Hartford schools revealed too much uncorrelated audio¬ 
visual activity; and whereas the present equipment has been 
examined and certain inadequacies uncovered; and whereas the 
present film program is not sufficiently integrated with the 
school curriculum, textbooks or units of work; and whereas 
there is at present no existing single inventory of all audio¬ 
visual equipment; and where a.s the West Hartford Board of 
Education has granted the sum of $5,000 to be allocated to 
the development of audio-visual education; it is generally 
recommended that: 
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Recommendations 
1. A director of Audio-Visual Education should be 
appointed for the next and succeeding school years. 
2. An Audio-Visual Program should be initiated be¬ 
ginning September, 1946 with the help of four 
committees: 
a. Primary Committee 
b. Intermediate Committee 
c. Junior High Committee 
d. Senior High Committee 
3. Purchase of audio-visual materials and equipment 
should be recommended and their later use correlated 
by the above-mentioned committees and the director. 
4. A more specific teaching film program should be 
worked out for the second semester of the next 
school year. 
5. More attention should, be given to a teacher-training 
program, which itself utilizes visual aids, for 
example, films showing teaching technique. 
6. Allocation of audio-visual funds to the schools 
should be on a per-student basis to maintain a 
fair proportion of opportunity. 
7. Audio-visual materials of general interest and 
value now held by one school, should be freely 
shared throughout the system on a scheduled basis. 
8. Central radio systems now installed in certain schools 
should be more widely utilized when compatible with 
the interests of teachers who desire such use. 
9. Unusable audio-visual equipment should be turned in 
for new equipment in order to expand the audio¬ 
visual program. 
10. All schools should develop an audio-visual section 
in their teacher-reference library with special 
emphasis upon audio-visual materials and sources, 
catalogues and textbooks. 
11. An informational bulletin on audio-visual methods 
and materials should be mimeographed and distributed 
at frequent intervals. 
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12. 
's Guides for using audio-visual materials 
and equipment should be provided. 
13. Requisitional paper-work should be kept to a 
minimum to encourage maximum teacher-use of audio¬ 
visual equipment and materials. 
14. Full cooperation between the industrial and creative 
arts, home economics and music departments should be 
encouraged so that a large proportion of teaching 
aids may be produced within the schools, for examole, 
special film storage racks, dark curtains, etc. 
15. Workshop facilities should be provided for teachers 
or students where graphic teaching materials could 
be designed and developed. 
lo* Community relations should be fostered and imoroved 
by more frequent displays and exhibits in local 
stores, or by student .. performances and participa¬ 
tion in the programs of local organizations and 
radio stations. 
17. The Adult Education Program in West Hartford should 
be augmented and publicized. 
18. Teachers should be continually encouraged to take 
extension, correspondence or laboratory courses in 
audio-visual education either during the school 
year or summer months. 
Furthermore, it is specifically recommended that: 
19. A school messenger and delivery service should be 
organized to be effective October 1st. 
20. A petty-cash fund of $50 per semester should be 
set up for the first year to facilitate the quick 
purchase of emergency audio-visual supplies, 
essential samples, specimens, reference books and 
other items that may become necessary but are not 
predictable. 
21. The following equipment should be purchased or made 
available for inter-school cooperative use and 
teacher-training: 
a. An R.C.A. wire recorder $169. 
b. A film-strip projector 
c. A slow speed or two speed turntable 
(So that radio-program transcriptions can 
be put to good use) 
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22. At least twice during the school year, the director, 
accompanied by one or two members of the audio¬ 
visual committees, if possible, should visit outside 
school systems where progressive methods are being 
emphasized in an area not adequately covered in the 
West Hartford system. 
23. A contract should be made with a local concern for 
major mechanical repair of disabled audio-visual 
equipment not within the capacity of the school 
maintenance department. 
24. Purchase portable screens sufficient in number to 
provide each piece of school projection equipment 
with its own screen, thus avoiding present bottlenecks. 
25. All school slides should be inventoried, correlated 
to the curriculum, and made available throughout the 
school system. 
26. Plans should be made to equip a minimum of one class¬ 
room on each floor of each school with dark curtains 
and sufficient electrical outlets. 
Furthermore it is hoped that future consideration will event¬ 
ually be given to the following proposals: 
27. Newspaper, magazine and radio publicity should throw 
the spotlight upon audio-visual achievements within 
the West Hartford system. 
28. Development of the personnel of the audio-visual 
department should occur until it contains, in 
addition to a Director: 
1 secretarial assistant 
1 projectionist and film librarian 
1 artist and craftsman 
1 school liasion messenger 
with transportation 
29. Submission of evaluation reports on equipment and 
materials by audio-visual committees 
30. Visualization of the annual school report by means 
of a motion picture film taken and produced by 
members of the West Hartford system. 
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31. Planning and promoting a historic tour of West 
Hartford and environs (by the History Department) 
to be made an annual affair for new students of 
West Hartford 
32. Expansion of field trip activity through increased 
bus chartering service. 
33. A definite contact should eventually be established 
with invalid students confined to their beds for 
long periods of time so that can keep up with their 
assignments with, perhaps, a telephonic or wireless 
contact for the transmission of class discussions. 
34. An increase in the participation of West Hartford 
schools on local radio programs, to practice for 
the day when West Hartford has its own FM radio 
station, 
35. Consideration of micro-filming school records, 
preserving library reference material and condens¬ 
ing voluminous files. 
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APPENDIX A 
Special Report on the Audio-Visual Aids 
Division of the Harvard Educational Conference 
Saturday, 30 March, 1946 
Beginning at ten o'clock, this sectional meeting on 
audio-visual aids was held with three areas covered: Pupil- 
made Lantern Slides, Recording and the Use of Transcriptions, 
Teaching with Toys. 
Teacher and Pupil-made Using a Spencer Slide Projector, 
Lantern Slides_ 
Miss Sutherland, teacher of Ameri¬ 
can History to five classes of High School seniors, presented 
an illustrated lecture on Teacher-Pupil-made-slides that out¬ 
standingly demonstrated the possibilities attainable with 
this type of visual aid. 
The first point she brought out was the economy of the 
project. Clear glass can be bought and ground by the user. 
Scraps of broken glass found by the pupils or purchased from 
a local glazier are cut to the right size and then the sur¬ 
face prepared by grinding or chemical action. Special slides 
from commercial sources are available at higher cost. 
Secondly, materials are already on hand in most schools 
such as crayons, ink, typewriter, and a small projector if 
not owned, can be borrowed or built by the mechanically 
minded students. 
Slides on the following subjects were shown, providing 
a good example of the variety of both subject matter and 
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treatment which students will naturally reveal: 
Subject Treatment and Remarks 
American Flag in color-by Polish student who 
thought the U.S. flag the most 
beautiful subject 
Indians in color-showing headdresses 
and warpaint 
Puritans black and white 
Cavaliers accent on costumes by able 
art student 
British Officers In color-—comparison of uniforms 
Firing a Canon by brother of soldier who wanted 
to show the Privates did the work 
in the Revolutionary War too! 
Progressive Expan¬ 
sion of the U.S. 
Map in black and white with 
shaded areas and dates 
George Washington Black and white silhouette 
Comparison of the 
Federalists and 
the Jeffersonians 
Typed on cellophane in two 
columns by girl without art 
talent who wanted to contribute 
Spoils System Cartoon—cobra striking at Capitol 
dome. Grass growing on steps to 
illustrate public indifference. 
Drawn by most talented student 
Abraham Lincoln 3/4 profile 
General Lee by southern student who wanted 
the other side represented 
History Quiz Double slide-questions on one 
slide, answers on another 
Outline of the U.S. 
drawn on Russia 
Superimposed maps to show the 
relative size of two countries 
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Observations and Remarks 
1. Much originality reveals itself 
2. Control and guidance necessary 
3. Students gladly worked after school hours 
4. Everyone eager to see their initials on the screen 
5. Students gained enthusiasm and interest as their ideas 
were used and shown on the screen 
6. Once the ball starts rolling, students volunteer many 
excellent approaches and Interpretations 
7. Whole class gains concepts from individual pupil 
prepared illustration of text and reference material 
8. Slide construction emphasizes subject matter 
Recording and the Use Mr. Packard of Harvard, Professor 
of Transcriptions 
of Public Speaking, used a Wilcox 
G-ay Recorder with a double play back turntable, two micro¬ 
phones and a G-.E. wire recorder to demonstrate what can be 
done with audio equipment. 
He noted the fact that there was much valuable material 
on the radio today. The voices of famous actors and actress¬ 
es of today, famous speeches like the abdicating King Edward, 
Roosevelt’s declaration of war and special occasions like VE 
and VJ days when practically everyone of Importance in the 
world made comments... all make excellent material for record¬ 
ing. 
Professor Packard originated a new word, Vocarium, for 
the library which stores or houses recordings of voices and 
speeches. 
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He believes that recordings may be used to analyze speech 
habits, correct errors in diction, cure stuttering, assist in 
play rehearsals and preparation for debates. 
As part of his demonstration he made a simultaneous 
recording through both the wax and the wire recorder. This 
clearly illustrated the extreme fidelity and clarity of the 
wire recorder over the wax, but also revealed disadvantages 
of the G-.E. wire recorder as it is now designed. As yet it 
is entirely too expensive, costing $590. It can be used in 
addition to, but is by no means a substitute for the wax 
recorder. Its present capacity is thirty minutes at high 
speed and sixty minutes at low speed. Because it reverses at 
almost the same speed with which it records there is too long 
a delay. The wire is the size of the human hair, quite strong, 
but when broken can be mended by tying a knot in it and fusing 
the knot with a cigarette or match. A slight machine hum but 
no needle scratch is audible. 
Professor Packard went on to say that the Association of 
Junior Leaguers of America sponsors educational programs 
carried over Boston*s station WMEX each Saturday at 5:00 P.M. 
called "Books Bring Adventure.H The Association writes the 
scripts, makes recordings and broadcasts. There are now 
thirty-three program transcriptions available. They are sold 
in sets of eighteen records for either slow speed or standard 
speed turntables. The slow speed records run fifteen minutes 
on each side (33 rpm), one record per program. The standard 
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speed records (72 rpm) are twelve inches in diameter and it 
takes four records for each program. 
Attention was called to the World Book Company which 
puts out a catalogue of record appraisals; the use of "Audio 
Discs" was recommended as most satisfactory for recording; and 
a precaution to note in connection with record player install¬ 
ations in schools was to avoid a wall installation unless 
adequate room for large size records was allowed. 
Field Trips Mr, Wilson Colvin of the Newton School System 
spoke about his experiences with field trips. 
He reminisced about his own childhood schooling and said he 
remembers visiting the Schraft Candy Factory in detail al¬ 
though the year, the teacher1s name, and the subject, of 
course, is forgotten. 
"The environmental experience becomes a real part of 
them," he said, "but field trips should be made when they 
come naturally from the flow of the class discussion." For 
example: when several students maintained that "our school 
system is best" three girls were sent on school time to visit 
Worcester, Boston and Dedham schools and reported back to the 
class. Thus the field trip need not take an entire class out 
of school. Individual members can dig up certain facts and 
bring the information to the group. The report can be oral, 
in book form illustrated and circulated in class. 
Several truant problem students were sent on field trips 
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In order to investigate their current interests. When they 
reported back, they began to take deeper interest in the 
class and its work because of their contribution. 
Conclusions which can be drawn up about field trips are 
that behavior is not a problem as the students are usually on 
their best behavior; the children should do most of the plan¬ 
ning, but the teacher needs to check; money for the project 
should be collected in advance always; written permission 
from parents to cover the legal aspect; business people gain 
a new attitude and interest in the schools and the children 
when they observe them at first hand, note their polite in¬ 
terested questions and intelligent manners. 
Places which can be visited: 
1. Fire Department 9. Airport 
2. Police Department 10. Weather Bureau 
3. Railroad Station 11. Theatre backstage 
4. Candy-makers 12. Auto assembly plant 
5. Tennis racquet factory 13. Cracker factory 
6. Tree nursery 14. Sugar Refinery 
7. Rubber processing plant 15. Bakery - bread & 
8. Gasoline Refinery pastry 
Places which should not be visited: 
Morgues and contagious hospitals are better 
avoided - against the law in some cases. 
Teaching with Toys The field of science in particular 
was covered by Mr* Horace Taylor of 
Walnut Street, Brookline. With a modest 257 hobbies inter¬ 
esting him, Mr. Taylor spent a large part of his income on 
gadgets, toys, models, and constructions which would make 
abstractions more concrete. In the course of eleven years 
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at the Brown and Nichols school, he took over 217 field trips, 
himself. To this conference he brought eleven suitcases, only 
a small portion of the teaching aids which nearly fill his 
large oldfashioned four floored residence. 
Among the many things he described and demonstrated was 
a chart of birds twice their natural size in color...on a 
long large sheet...arranged according to the seasons during 
which they visit the Boston area. Only the current season 
on the chart need be unrolled and it is very compact. When 
he described map globes he said that there were really four 
categories, outside out, outside in, inside out and inside in. 
The ordinary globe was outside-out, the maparium in the build¬ 
ing of the Christian Science Monitor, Boston, was outside-in, 
i.e., people stood inside to see the land ocean areas on the 
spherical surface. The inside-out type has never been con¬ 
structed, but would show the earth turned on itself while the 
inside-in would give the earthworm's view of the earth as if 
standing in the center of the earth. 
A collection of different kinds of woods, many samples 
with the natural bark attached, showed differences of grain, 
weight and utility. 
He demonstrated how he taught chess at hospitals and 
institutions with a giant chess set and large squares made 
from linoleum. 
He had two sets of metal samples, one set all the same 
size and the other set all one pound in weight. This made it 
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possible to arrange them in the correct order of the elements. 
By using the backs of old maps, he made projects for 
geography with outline maps of countries, lists of animals and 
products of each put on with rubber letters or crayola. 
A round poker table he found to be perfect for a lecture 
on astronomy and in this connection, he used two ball bearings 
suspended from a thread, one small, one large, and by twisting 
the thread the small bearing would revolve around the large 
bearing, illustrating the same principles the moon follows 
in rotating around the earth. 
When he visited the blind,institutions, he found that the 
children enjoyed quicksilver most of all because they could 
feel its coldness and weight. They were also interested in 
his collection of tree bark because of its roughness. 
Tracks were laid over large geographical maps and minia¬ 
ture electric trains were used in transportation of samples 
of products with genuine Swiss chocolate, Chinese tobacco, 
Italian macaroni, etc. for cargo. 
After a visit to a museum, he had the children make a 
three story floor plan with stairs as a tri-dimensional model. 
This concluded the conference which ended at noon. 
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APPENDIX B 
Report of the 14th Annual New England 
Convention in Audio-Visual Education 
Saturday, 18 May 1946, Boston University 
School of Education 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Program The Conference was arranged so that exhibits 
Organization 
. of teaching aid materials and equipment 
could be examined and demonstrated from 9 o'clock to 10 
o'clock Saturday morning. At 10, the Sectional meetings 
began. Panel discussions in six subject fields covered the 
general topic "Selected Teaching Aids Useful in the Teaching 
of School Subjects and How They Are Used Effectively." 
1. Primary Grades 
2. Intermediate Grades 
3. Junior and Senior High School 
Science 
4. Junior and Senior High School 
Social Studies 
5. Guidance 
6. Religious Education 
From 11 to 11:45 a General Session; from 12 to 1 Lunch 
and visit to Exhibits; and from 1 to 4 General Session 
continued. 
Primary Grade Because 
Sectional Meeting 
“ Primary 
Primary Section which covered 
of the great need for more 
material I attended the 
three visual aids: 
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1. Excursions 
2. Use of Museum Material 
3. Use of Opaque Projector 
Excursions Miss Rose Bradley, 1st grade teacher of 
Melrose, Massachusetts explained her method 
of handling excursions. The first trip of the school year 
was through the school building. Pupil observation of 
various school features was uncovered through careful 
questioning by the teacher after the pupils returned to 
their classroom. Various pupil comments were written on 
the board; pictures were cut from magazines to relate to 
their observations. Later the standard vocabulary charts 
were utilized, always working from the familiar pupil ex¬ 
perience to the unfamiliar word. Thus, their vocabulary 
training was begun. 
A second trip to the railroad station was made after 
careful preparation which involved a teacher consultation 
with the ticket agent at the station before the trip was 
undertaken. A time was chosen to visit the station which 
would reveal maximum activity of personnel, trains, signals, 
gates, etc. The children wrote notes to their parents re¬ 
questing permission to go on the trip. These had to be 
signed by the parents beforehand in order to clear the 
school on the legality of the trip. A discussion on safety 
precautions was held prior to departure. The class arrived 
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at the station and divided into different groups which had 
been assigned to study the various activities of the engines, 
the cars, the conductor, and the gate tender and the ticket 
agent. A genuine ticket was purchased by one of the children 
chosen by the group. After the return to the class they 
wrote down their individual and group reports; and then 
various projects were planned as pupils suggested them. A 
steam engine was made out of chicken wire covered with 
black cloth and placed on four baby carriage wheels brought 
in by one of the pupils. After it was built the class 
imitated the sounds they heard and pushed the engine around 
to simulate hitching and unhitching the trains. The opaque 
projector was used to present various kinds of trains and 
engines; the trip was dramatized into a short play and then 
the experience charts on basic vocabulary were brought out 
to tie in the trip with the subject matter. 
Use of Museum Miss Florence Wheeler from Plympton School 
Material 
in Waltham exhibited one of a series of 
boxes prepared by the Childrens Museum. It was considerably 
larger than a hat box and contained materials from a specific 
geographical area, in this case,Holland. Actual wooden shoes, 
a delf pottery vase, a doll in typical Flemish costume, a 
tiny brass kitchen kettle, a model windmill, and a series of 
mounted pictures with all necessary information on the back 
represented most of the contents of the box. The museum 
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Intends that these materials be handled by the children so 
as to give them a chance for tactile as well as visual 
learning. These prepared exhibits are requested by telephone 
or mail and,in some cases,are delivered to certain Boston 
schools. They may be kept for two weeks. Some of the best 
boxes of materials are those covering the Eskimos, Navaho 
Indians, Netherlands, Textiles, Wool in particular, and 
Shoes of Foreign Lands, 
Use of Opaque Miss Eleanor Walker of Salem demonstrated 
Projector 
a most original use of Christmas cards 
which had been put into a series so that the illustrations 
emphasized the words to a little song about winter, Firstj 
the words to the song printed by one of the children were 
flashed on the screen. The class partially learned these 
words. Then the words were broken up into two lines each 
and placed at the bottom of illustrations cut from Christmas 
cards. The adult group watching this demonstration went 
through the same process as the pupils and found that it 
learned the words as readily as the youngsters. *Ve all 
left the room humming the catchy tune#at any rate. One 
difficulty was the need for rapid changing of the cards. 
The ordinary opaque projector does not lend itself easily 
to rapid changing of material - a difficulty which needs to 
be overcome. 
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Panel Discussion In the group discussion which followed 
these three talks, mention was made of 
the Junior Leaguer groups which before the war used to put 
on little plays for some of the Boston schools. Some of 
these have been recorded. From this was developed the 
“Books Bring Adventure1' series of recordings which are very 
effective as an audio aid. The cost is $35 a set for which 
twelve recordings, 16 inches in diameter and running at a 
speed of 33 1/3 r.p.m., provide six hours of listening 
program. Taking fifteen minutes for each side, one record 
a day could be used. If played daily for two weeks and 
a half, there would be a particular time of day when the 
children could look forward to a dramatized reading keyed 
especially to their level. If instead the records were used 
once a week,they would provide twelve weeks of audio program. 
When all these factors are considered, the $35 cost seems 
much less expensive and much more reasonable. These and 
other similar records are used over Boston's station WMEX, 
Saturdays,at 11:30 in the morning on a program for children. 
It is here that I would like to point out the value of a 
wire recorder. On such a piece of equipment this and other 
desirable radio programs scheduled at awkward hours could 
be recorded and used throughout the elementary schools at 
such time as proved convenient. 
One question raised covered the necessity for clearing 
class trips through a central agency to avoid conflicts with 
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other schools. In a small school system or community this 
would not be required but in a larger system, a master 
schedule could be easily set up which would avoid undesirable 
conflict and promote desirable class groupings that would 
prevent a particular agency like the railroad station of 
having to endure twenty different class visits with their 
resulting disruption of daily routine. 
Another question was the desirability of visiting the 
library. It was definitely emphasized that libraries are 
universally delighted to have child or adult groups brought 
in for a tour and an explanation of the facilities and fil¬ 
ing system. In fact, such a visit is usually handled by 
library personnel themselves who provide a competent guide. 
The lack of proper films for primary use was deplored 
and the admirable suggestion brought forward that teachers 
contribute their personal class experiences for use in pro¬ 
ducing scenarios from which good films might be made. 
Scenarios for film productions in the primary field are 
greatly in demand and the remuneration is high from inter¬ 
ested agencies. One of these is Coronet, which is going 
ever more deeply into the production of visual aids in the 
educational field. Emphasis was placed on the fact that 
the motion pictures should be used as a motivator and never 
as a replacement of the teacher. This point needs to be 
remembered. 
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Resume of other Microscope work, with the accent upon 
Sectional Meetings 
insects and their control, Science 
Fair Displays and Student Inventions were discussed by the 
section on Science teaching. 
The development of a teacher's guide and film evalua¬ 
tion, an audio-visual outline of civics, and a list of 
available materials were discussed and presented in the 
section on Social Studies. 
A school-made motion picture which visualized the 
annual report, a list of films on vocational guidance, the 
use of films in school assemblies, and a list of vocational 
films in Industrial Arts were presented in the Guidance 
section. 
Teachers of Religious Education were given a descrip¬ 
tion of field trips for churches and socials, mimeos of 
church school material and a display of handcrafts produced 
at a Boston synagogue. 
G-eneral Session After the closing of the panel discus¬ 
sions in the sectional meetings, the 
general session began with a talk by Col. Abernathy, 
Principal of the Westfield High School, Massachusetts. He 
made the most significant remark of any of the conference 
speakers when he said, "The subjects taught by the schools 
are usually too remote from their immediate needs." His 
talk was based on the five stages of instruction so 
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universally used by the army which perhaps unknowingly 
borrowed them from Herbart. 
1. Preparation by the instructor 
2. Presentation 
a. Introduction 
b. Explanation 
c. Demonstration 
d. Discussion 
3. Application 
4. Examination 
5. Critique 
Col. Abernathy used typical army technique, i.e., a chart 
with the above steps concealed behind strips which were re¬ 
moved one by one as the steps were discussed. 
Mr. Paul Dameron, Director of the Audio-Visual Aids 
Division of the N.E.A. followed Col. Abernathy. Mr. Dameron 
gave a brief outline of the plans and hopes of the N.E.A. 
for the future mentioning the audio-visual aids survey which 
has Just been sent out to school systems all over the 
country. He anticipated that the results would become 
available by next December. He also revealed that the N.E.A. 
planned to produce one documentary film each year and that 
three other projects coming up for immediate consideration 
were: 
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1. Studies of school visual aid programs 
2. A Cost Analysis of audio-visual aid 
construction in the schools 
3. Evaluation of visual aid materials 
used in the classroom 
This talk ended the morning session of the conference. 
Exhibits A multiplicity of teaching aids too numerous 
to list individually were on display. Only 
the new developments are worth noting. 
A combination slide and film viewer which had a self- 
contained small screen and which could also be used to 
project onto a larger screen had many desirable features 
for classroom use. Compact, light, easy to handle, it 
avoided the burden of weight which much modern equipment 
places upon the teacher. 
M0st noteworthy of all new developments was the RCA 
wire recorder which has achieved most of the desirable 
features and avoided most of the inefficient impracticality 
of other makes and earlier models. This wire recorder man¬ 
ufactured by RCA costs $169, a tremendous value for the 
money compared with the $590 price of the G.E. wire recorder. 
The RCA has a removable cartridge which contains the wire 
and protects it by complete enclosure. The G.E. model has 
open spools which expose the wire to tampering and breakage. 
The reversing speed of the G.E. takes almost as much time as 
the original program recorded which means that a half hour 
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program cannot be played back until a half an hour has been 
spent reversing the spools. The RCA machine has a two to 
one reversing ratio which permits a 50^ saving of time. 
Removable cartridges with varying lengths of wire are 
available with the RCA model which will record fifteen minute, 
thirty minute, sixty minute programs and a larger spool is 
being made which will record for three hours. Thus there 
is a wider range of recording time possible. The G-.E. 
machine will record up to sixty minutes at slow speed but 
no more and the spools of wire are not easy to remove. The 
removable cartridges of the RCA machine, on the other hand, 
permit storing of the cartridge in a similar manner as the 
storing of wax records, although this is not the primary 
purpose desired. The cost of these cartridges is expected 
to be approximately $5 to $6 which is not expensive if com¬ 
pared with a complete album of symphony which would cost 
$8 to $14, especially as this cartridge would record a 
complete symphony from the radio or concert hall and then 
play it back without the necessity of changing records or 
hearing a constant needle scratch. The sound quality of 
any wire recorder must not be judged by the tone of the 
recorder*s speaker as no small speaker can be expected to 
reproduce the wide range of sounds issuing from a symphony 
orchestra. The RCA recorder can be easily connected to a 
high fidelity speaker and the resulting tones will range 
from 60 to 5,000 cycles, a range wide and adequate enough 
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to satisfy the most discriminating musical ear. 
Ooen Discussion Following a visit to the exhibits and 
lunch there was a continuation of the 
general session. After a show of hands it was revealed that 
the various New England states were represented in the 
following proportions: 
Vermont 
New Hampshire 
Maine 
Rhode Island 
Connecticut 
Massachusetts 
1 representative 
1 
2 
10 
24 
In the absence of several of the main speakers because of 
bad weather,grounding planes,and potential strikes haunting 
the railroad traveller, a general discussion was held which 
proved most interesting. 
The first question raised concerned the desirability of 
35mm motion picture equipment. School men from all over New 
England testified that such equipment is much too expensive 
and impractical. Because a licensed operator is necessary, 
and because special wiring and fireproofing is required, most 
schools now owning such equipment are selling it and replac¬ 
ing with 16mm. A supplementary question was asked regarding 
the need for a permanent auditorium projector. Only if a 
school carried a full program of weekly assemblies and the 
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auditorium was used for frequent evening film performances 
would a permanent projector be desirable. 
The second question was whether a booth is needed for 
the 16mm projector. There were good arguments for a booth 
or platform. An enclosed booth permits the operator to 
have the necessary illumination for his work; it reduces the 
noise of the machine; it keeps curious students from tamper¬ 
ing with the equipment. At the very minimum, it was de¬ 
clared that the machine should be on a raised platform or 
mounted on a roller-castered table for easy portability. 
General concensus of opinion seemed to favor the 
equipping of each classroom for use of audio-visual equip¬ 
ment rather than one special room. A special room has a 
limited use of one or two classes at a time. This is 
undesirable in the larger schools. The increase of student 
population frequently absorbs such a special room. Dark 
shades or some improvisation can be worked out for each 
room very inexpensively. It was warned that the use of 
Venetian blinds prevents proper darkening of the room unless 
expensive overdrapes are used. Several other points mention¬ 
ed are worth repeating, namely, that uniform window construc¬ 
tion throughout new school buildings is highly desirable. 
For rooms without electrical outlets it is possible to add 
a special switch box that contains a live outlet adjacent 
to the light switch. Daylight projection may be accomplished 
by using a shadow box, purchased or improvised. Where 
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conditions deem It advisable, it Is possible to tack 
artists tracing cloth to a frame and place the projector 
behind it. The audience looks into the picture. This, 
however, requires transposing the film. 
In discussing the use of mounted pictures it was decided 
that 11“ x 14H or smaller flat pictures should be arranged 
for display or individual examination and not held up in 
front of the class by the teacher. For use in front of the 
class a minimum size of 3' x 3* is desirable. 
The use of moving pictures as still pictures by 
stopping the machine is highly undesirable and usually 
results in damage to the film. Related film strips should 
be rented simultaneously if continuous study of particular 
scenes is to be attempted. 
Recent Russian developments achieved after a decade of 
experimentation hold great promise for third dimensional 
motion pictures which avoid the supplementary filter glasses 
usually worn. A transparent filter screen placed a short 
distance from the projection screen creates the effect of 
third dimension. 
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The proper ventilation of a darkened room was another 
problem for which several solutions were offered* Of 
course, schools with ventilator or air conditioning systems 
do not have this difficulty. One answer is the use of 
overdrapes heavy enough to shut out the light of opened 
windows. Weights attached to the bottom of the drapes will 
keep them from billowing out and the small light seeping 
in around the floor is not enough to detract from the screen 
while it provides fresh air. A second suggestion was an 
inexpensive portable blower fan placed in one of the 
windows. The material used for darkening rooms must 
absolutely avoid inflammable fabric or such fabric must be 
fireproofed. With a chemical treatment, black chintz or 
four thicknesses of mosquito netting can be used. The 
netting permits entry of air while minimizing entry of light. 
The hostility some educators and teachers still have 
to the use of audio visual aids was discussed along with 
various ways of reducing or eliminating it. Promotion of 
parent interest directly by the school or indirectly by 
the PTA is one of the best ways to focus attention on the 
need for using modern equipment and facilities. Teacher 
training which emphasizes the proper evaluation of audio¬ 
visual aids is a second way; and of course if one teacher 
uses stimulating aids her students are likely to suggest 
quite candidly to their less progressive teachers that they 
should do likewise. Actual experimentation to prove that 
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there is greater retention of subject matter when taught 
with supplemental audio-visual teaching aids is always 
possible, and could be the basis for a master's thesis if 
any teacher so desired. The use of teacher training films 
which explain procedures and techniques was suggested. One 
in particular that was recommended was '‘Using the Classroom 
Film". 
The conference ended at 3:30. 
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APPENDIX 0 
Report on the Annual Meeting of the 
Connecticut Audio-Visual Education Association 
Saturday, 25 May 1946 
Hartford, Connecticut 
$ 
Introduction Because of the railroad strike, the opening 
session was delayed until 10:30 at which 
time Mr* Joseph T. Nerden, Director of Vocational Training, 
and Acting Director of Visual Education of the Connecticut 
State Department of Education, opened the meeting, Mr. Nerden, 
Vice President of the Connecticut Association, presented a 
demonstration and application of the G.E. wire recorder. 
(This is the third conference which has given such a demon¬ 
stration, which shows how wide is the interest in this new 
development). 
G-.E. Wire Recorder Three uses of the wire recorder were 
demonstrated: 
1. Direct voice recording 
2. Recording radio music 
3. Recording radio voice 
Mr. Nerden very cleverly let the wire recorder describe it- 
/ 
self. He accomplished this by reading into the microphone, 
twenty-four hours beforehand, a layman*s description of the 
background and technical production achieved with the wire 
recorder. 
Developed by the army for use in reconnaisance bombers 
whose pilots, flying over enemy territory, would report what 
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they saw, the wire recorder served as an able mechanical 
stenographer for the intelligence officers who assembled 
valuable information back at the base airfield from recorded 
pilot observations. 
The mechanics of operation of the G-.S. wire recorder 
are not too complicated. A fine stainless steel wire, wound 
on two spools, is drawn through a solenoid which magnetizes 
the wire in direct proportion to the vibrations received over 
the microphone. When the wire is returned through this sole¬ 
noid, the sounds recorded are reproduced clearly, without 
needle scratch or noise. 
Eleven thousand feet of wire records as much as an hour 
when run at slow speed, with a frequency fidelity ranging 
from 200 to 8,000 cycles. After thirty minutes, for some as 
yet unexplained reason, the higher frequencies above 5,000 
disappear. Until this problem is solved, this means a reduc¬ 
tion in fidelity of sound reproduction. 
A counter indicates the number of feet passed through 
the solenoid, and a red light is visible during recording. 
This light changes to green during the play-back. 
The recording of direct voice is very successfully 
accomplished. There was, however, too much distortion when 
the symphony was recorded from the radio. Some blame may 
be laid on the radio itself, but the small speaker in a 
wire recorder is nowhere near capable of reproducing the 
wide range of symphonic sounds. The high notes and the very 
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low were blurred and cacaphonic. The radio speech happened 
to be that of President Truman*s on the strike situation. 
The speech sounded very natural and had no distortion or 
sibilant s*s. 
Someone remarked that Bell & Howell had also put out a 
wire recorder which had a sales price of less than $150. 
This and the RCA wire recorder, which sells for $169, should 
undermine considerably the G-.E. price of $590. 
FM Radio Supervisor of Adult Education, Mr. Robert C. 
Deming from the Connecticut State Department 
of Education, gave an excellent resume of the activities of 
his department to bring FM radio stations to Connecticut and 
to establish them in educational institutions. 
It was estimated that $375,000 would be necessary to set 
up and maintain,an FM network in Connecticut for five years. 
The prediction was made that courses in Radio Technique 
and Broadcasting Methods would soon become essential addi¬ 
tions to the agendas of every Teacher's College. 
He reported failure to get the appropriation bill 
through this year's legislature, but expressed great optimism 
that it would be successful when taken up on next year's 
calendar. 
Afternoon Session In a discussion of evaluations of 
materials, it was suggested that each 
curriculum field set up an evaluation committee for determin- 
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lng the best materials and equipment for their grade levels. 
It was further recommended that at each teacher*s meet¬ 
ing lists of audio-visual materials, addresses of sources, 
etc. be given out in mimeographed form; and, if prior 
acquisition and collection was possible, it would be prefer¬ 
able to distribute the actual materials themselves. 
Another point taken up, was the desirability of having 
a board of teachers pass approval upon audio-visual equipment 
and materia.1 before it was purchased. 
Radio in the Schools An outstanding talk was given by 
Mr. Ray Kroggel, Regional Educa¬ 
tional Director for RCA and NBC. He broke his talk into two 
parts: one on AM radio, our present form, and the other on 
PM radio, the new static-free development. 
He stated that, as far as AM radio was concerned, the 
schools were no further ahead than they were five years ago. 
G-ood educational programs have been **elbowed out of the nest'1 
by aggressive commercial interests. As a result, these 
worthwhile programs can be heard at 11:30 at night or Saturday 
afternoons. This situation will not necessarily improve, 
until such time as the broadcasters are made acutely conscious 
of the value and need for educational programs. Even govern- 
ment pressure through the FCC will not open up the amount of 
time desired by the educators, according to Mr. Kroggel. 
Some excellent work is being achieved today. Mr. Kroggel 
mentioned several specifically. During each school week, 
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there is an almost daily broadcast from or by the Philadelphia 
Public schools over the five leading radio stations in the 
Philadelphia area. A staff of three assistants under the 
direction of Miss G-olden works constantly upon radio program 
evaluation. The schools plan their broadcasts according to 
this information. 
Another system mentioned, was the Chicago Public School 
Department, which has a program called, "Numbers At Work" 
and keyed to the first and second grade level. There is a 
syllabi available on this program. 
The use of radio as a motivator rather than a teacher 
was strongly urged by Mr. Kroggel. 
He commented upon the great interest of labor unions 
in PM radio. The C.I.C. G-arment Tforkers have already made 
application for an educational radio station. Their philo¬ 
sophy is that as the working hours decrease, workers must 
be educated to use their leisure time to better advantage. 
This statement of aims is educationally sound, although it 
cannot be guaranteed that the application of these aims will 
be made entirely without prejudice or class bias. 
Furthermore, Mr. Kroggel said, that in the beginning the 
FM broadcast time will be generously available to educational 
institutions, because the sale of advertising time will not 
be extensive at first. Commercial interests can certainly be 
expected to enter the field vigorously when convinced of its 
profit value and large sized listening audience. 
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The two areas of educational broadcasts should be well- 
balanced, l.e., equal time should be spent by the schools on 
Adult Education and Pre-adult Education in the classroom; and 
it should always be kept in mind that educational programs 
will have to compete with the professional programs now 
available. In other words, educational broadcasts must be 
good. To achieve this, it is Mr. Kroggelfs opinion that the 
annual maintenance budget should equal the cost of installa¬ 
tion, if proper programs with trained personnel are to 
produce the desired educational results. 
Schools who are on the verge of investing in FM equip¬ 
ment and starting their own stations, should begin to 
appraise what other FM educational programs are doing and 
evaluate their accomplishments; should examine ideas used 
elsewhere; should keep up to date; and should always remember 
that the children in most homes today are accustomed to the 
very best in radio reception no matter how dilapadated the 
house. 
There are now FM educational stations in approximately 
half a dozen public schools and twelve universities. Some 
of these public schools are located in New York, (the Flora 
Park, L.I. H.S. 250 watt FM station) Chicago, Cleveland, 
San Francisco. FM University stations are located in Ohio, 
Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin and California. New FM stations 
are currently being built for the Newark, N.J. public schools 
and for Fordham University. The University of Michigan already 
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has a network of three PM stations and is continuing to expand. 
A glance at television prospects show that New York City 
is arranging for television facilities in seventy-five differ¬ 
ent school buildings now built or being built. 
Television sets may be available for schools by the fall 
of 1946. A new model, called Viewtone, can be purchased for 
$130, but the installation cost is rarely included in the 
advertised price. (Viewtone installation costs $35 additional.) 
Mr. Kroggel hit the nail on the head when he stated that 
when the classroom begins to reach the home through the 
radio, the teacher and methods had better be good or some 
Superintendent will figuratively lose his head. 
Every community which can offer educational possibilities 
over the radio should correlate its agencies and have their 
representatives confer with teacher committees. 
A survey should discover just what the teachers really 
think of current radio programs. This could be investigated 
by a special radio committee having an advisory authority. 
In conclusion, Mr. Kroggel backed up Mr. Deming when 
he emphasized that there is going to have to be more teacher 
training in the techniques and utilization of radio broad¬ 
casting. 
Approved by: 

